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Volume LXXXXVI No. 9g In Our 96th Year
ART GUILD EXTERIOR RENOVATED—Bill Mohundro (on ladder) is putting the finishing touches on the renovation of the
Murray Art Guild building on Sixth St. by inifalling storm windows. At left are members of the local Art Guild.
Exterior Renovation Of Guild Complete
The renovation of the exterior of the
Murray Art Guild was completed this
week with the installation of storm win-
dows. Bill Mohundro installed the win-
dows, which were purchased with
donations from Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson.
Other large donations toward the
renovation came from the Murray Rotary
Club, Bank of Murray, Bob Miller and the
Calloway County Fiscal Court, Mrs. A.
Carmen, Ryan Milk Co., and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Holton.
The donations went toward the purchase
of exterior paint for the building and labor
on painting and repairing the exterior;
The Lowes High School chapter of the
Future Farmers of America won top
honors Friday in the 22nd annual
Agricultural Field Day competitions at
Murray State University.
Competing against 30 other chapters in
A CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRST: Ionia
McCallom, a junior at Calloway County
High School, Friday became the first girl
ever to participate in the tobacco auc-
tioneering competition in the 22-year
history of the Future Farmers of America
Field Day at Murray State University. She
is the daughter of—Mr. and Mrs. Howard
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complete rewiring of the Guild; in-
stallation of flourescent lights in rooms,
upstairs and downstairs; remodeling of
the kitchen; and remodeling of the
bathroom and fireplace in the north room.
According to a spokesman for the Guild,
the purchase of the building would not
have been possible "without the generous
contribution of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Holton" who donated half the purchase
price for the building.
The Guild spokesman said that many
other donations to the guild have been
received throughout the years, and that all
of themsare much appreciated. The Guild
21 major contests that attracted more than
1,000 students to the University's 356-acre
agricultural farm, the Graves countians
compiled 3,691 over-all points to win the
coveted all-events trophy.
In second place with 3,565 points, was the
Calloway County chapter, while the
Farmington chapter finished in third place
with 3,539 points. Caldwell County was
fourth with 3,500 points, and Trigg County
was fifth with 3,381 points.
Don Spicer, a graduate of Murray State,
is the vocational agriculture instructor at
the Lowes school and advisor to this year's
winning chapter.
The individual and team winners and the
points scored in the various events were,
General Livestock Judging (In-
dividual): Tony Workman, Hickman
County, 316; Tim Smith, Marshall County.
304; Billy Don Edwards, Ballard
Memorial, 300; Marla Haneline, Far-
mington, 299; and Randy Mabry, Lowes,
295.
General Livestock Judging (Team):
Hickman County, 863; Ballard Memorial,
827; Lowes, 821; Trigg County, 812; and
Hughes-Kirkpatrick in Muhlenberg
County, 796.
Dairy Judging (Individual): Alene
Paschall, Calloway County, 316; Perry
Jones, Caldwell County, 311; Tim Tillot-
son, Lone Oak, 304; Donald Copeland,
Lowes, 295; and Sandra Stark, Calloway
County, 294.
Dairy Judging (Team): Calloway
County, 882; Lowes, 824; Lone Oak, 768;
Symsonia, 751; and Reiclland, 742.
Soil Juding (Individual): Doug Noel,
Trigg County, 316; Davy Jones, Lyon
County, 315; Greg Byers, Calloway
County, 307; Randy Gray, Lyon County,
306: and Ricky Thurby, West Hopkins, and
Chris Clark, Livingston Central, tied for
fifth place with 294 points each.
,
• T_LADY AS. SHE GOES! Allen Coles, a member tot the future farm t*bI
ClikpiPtat tilki;Pay e6iinty10i riWslittntileriWiliri
poles during the tractor driving contest iifthe 22nclihnual FFA Held Day com-
petitions Friday at Murray State University. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby'
Coles, Route 8, Murray.
asked that anyone desVing to make a
contribution contact Mrs. Carroll Guy, 436-
2261; Mrs. Eugene Tarry, 436-5486; or Mrs.
Dan Harrell, 492-8824.
The next project for the guild will be the
installation of heating and overhead in-
sulation in the second floor of the building.
The Guild is open between noon and 4
p.m. from Tuesday through Saturday and
the public is invited to visit and observe
the many paintings on display.
Non-members are invited to attend
workshops offered at the Guild for a
nominal fee. A water color workshop is
being conducted today and Sunday at the
Guild and Jim Foos as the instructor.
Soil Judging ( Team): Lyon County, 918;
Livingston Central and Calloway County
tied for second place with 854 points; West
Hopkins, 851; and Lowes, 850.
Burley Tobacco Grading (Individual):
Terry Edwards, Cuba, 312; Doug Bassett,
Lone Oak, 284; Ben Edwards, Marshall
County, 280; Stan-Colley, Farmington, 268:
and Jeff Wheeler, Cuba, 260.
Burley Tobacco Grading (Team):
Bremen, 720; Cowes, 676; Reidland, 672;
Cuba, 668; and Farmington, 656.
Dark Fired Tobacco Grading (In-
dividual): Thomas Murdock, Calloway
County, 348; James Stahr, Fancy Farm,
and Ricky Thurston, Lowes, tied for
second with 312 points; Brad Miller, Cuba,
288; and Tim Bennett, Lyon County, and
Lynn Kilcoyne, Fancy Farm, tied for fifth
place with 280 points.
Dark Fired Tobacco Grading I Team):
Calloway, 852; Lowes, 784; Lyon County,
776; Fancy Farm, 760; and Fteidland, 688.
Dark Air Cured Tobacco Grading (In-
dividual): Ricky Stewart, Calloway, 332:
(See FFA, Page 10)
The internationally-known Duke
Ellington Orchestra will be presented in
concert in Lovett Auditorium at Murray
State University at 8 p. m. Thursday, May
Tickets for the program, which is co-
sponsored by the music departments at
Murray High School and Murray State
University, are $2.50 for students and 83
for non-students.
They may be purchased in the Depart-
ment of Music at Murray State, in the
Waterfield Student Union Building, from
members of the Murray High School band,
or at the door on the evening of the per-
formance.
The name of the late Duke Ellington is
revered throughout the world in
recognition of his career as a musician and
specifically for his great contribution to
the field of jazz. He was recognized and
acclaimed for his performances in Europe
and was specially idolized in the Soviet
Union. His son, Mercer Ellington. is
carrying on that tradition as conductor of
the orchestra.
"Murray State and the people of the
entire area are being afforded a unique,
opportunity in being able to see and hear
this great orchestra," said Richard W.
rarPtM,rDea1tei#W
Music at Murray State •
The concert has been booked to replace
the Woody Herman concert previously
scheduled.
One Section — 10 Pages
Mental Health Center
Facing Deficit Next Year
The Murray-Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center will be in the red
by almost $40,000 by this time next year if
Congress does not approve new funding.
That was the word from Don Brqcjs.,
director of the local center which is
operated in connection with the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Inc. The board,
composed of four representatives from
eight counties and three representatives
from a ninth, county, governs mental
health facilities in Calloway, Ballard,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and McCracken
counties.
"For the next year we're anticipating a
deficit of around $38,000 for the operation
of the Murray Center, if we continue with
our same effort and programs for the
year,'' Brock said.
The reason for the funding problem is
the expiration of a $256,000 staffing grant
which was awarded the Western Kentucky
Center by the National Institute of Mental
Health INIMH) effective July 1, 1967. The
grant was awarded for a period of eight
years.
In December of 1974, President Ford
vetoed HR14-214 which would have
assured funding through new staffing
grants and provided grants or emergency
funds to those centers losing their original
eight-year grants, according to Jolly
Freeman, - ttrector— of community.
--eftTealiffr--littl fiteTeiffi*nt --ftff the"
Western Kentucky agency.
A new bill, S66, submitted by Sen. Ed-
ward Kennedy, is now before the 94th
Congress and is very similar to the one
vetoed in December, Freeman said, but
added, We have no prediction of what the
legislation will produce."
The loss of the federal funds will affect
all of the nine counties in the district in
that each will experience a deficit in its
budget based on staffing units and other
With the cooperation of the Murray city
schools, Murray State University will
sponsor classes for exceptional children
during the 1975 summer term at the
University, Mrs. Billie Downing, associate
professor in the Department of Special
Education at the University, has an-
nounced.
The summer term opens June 9 and will
continue through August 1.
- The facilities of the Robertson
Elementary School, Broach Street, will be
used for classes for both the educable and
the trainable mentally handicapped. An
additional class for children with learning
disability will be conducted in the
Education Building on the Murray State
campus.
"This program will provide training and
remedial education for the pupil during the
summer months," Mrs. Downing said in
emphasizing the unusual opportunity to
school teachers and parents in the Murray
area.
Additional information may be obtained
by contacting Mrs. Downing at the
Department of Special Education at
Murray State, or by telephoning ( 502) 753-
1206.
factors such as size of county and extent of
programs, Freeman explained.
"We are hoping that legislation will be
passed that will absorb some of our loss,"
Freeman said, but added, "even if passed
it would be difficult to determine when
funds would become available."
Freeman said that the board is now
trying to contact the communities in-
volved in a formal manner concerning the
expiration of the grant. He listed three
reasons for additional contact with the
communities:
—To provide information about the
mental health center's program, telling of
the services offered and the accessibility
of t hem:
—For financial support, and;
—To en-courage those sympathetic to the
cause of the center to write their
congressman and senators to support the
mental health legislation.
"We really feel in a bind because we feel
this is a crucial period," Freeman said.
"But we feel this is a vital service in the
community and we're seeking everyone's
support to help us maintain our program."
EIGHT Et SI litELT I CI SE,UsitaaktitArt..-Wsier.orstoritsalhAssway Cat,r,Usest Daiwa:-
tment were busily striping Eighth Street between Poplar and Main Friday af-
t
ternoon in preparation of the change to two-way traffic on the block-long area
adtacent to Murray Middle School Two-way traffic on that portion of Eighth will
be initiated Monday. Lee Bolen, department superintendent, observes while
Robert Butler and Rome, Kirks put the paint to the pavement.
Accident Injuries
Fatal To Cindy Hill
Mrs. David (Cindy) Hill, a senior at
Murray State University, died Friday
afternoon at 4:15 from injuries suffered in
a traffic accident Thursday.
A spokesman at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah, where Mrs. Hill was taken
following the accident near Eddyville, said
that the cause of death was due to severe
head injuries.
Mrs. Hill, 22 was the wife of Murray
Ledger & Times staff reporter, and
photographer, David Hill. The couple has
one child, Michael David I Mickey ), age
2'2.
Five other persons were injured in the
accident, two seriously. Kathie Morehead,
a passenger in the vehicle Mrs. Hill was
driving, suffered a dislocated hip and Jack
C. Marshall, the driver of the other
vehicle, received chest injuries.
Three other passengers in the Hill auto
were treated and released from Caldwell
County Hospital following the accident.
Kentucky State Troopers said that the
Marshall vehicle swerved across Hwy. 62
about two miles east of Eddyville, striking
the Hill auto head-on. Mrs. Hill and her
passengers, all nursing students at
Murray State University, were returning
(See Mrs. Hill, Page 101
Cloudy
Cloudy with a chance of showers Satur-
day night. Lows in the mid 50s. Cloudy and
a little warmer with showers and thun-
dershowers likely Sunday. Highs in the
mid 70s. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 20 per cent today, 40 per cent
Sunday.
stPructureiDGt. 
REPAIRS UNDERWAY—Kentucky Highway Department crews are hard at work in efforts to repair the bridge on
Frwy. 121 between Murray and Mayfield. The bridge has been closed, forcing traffic detours, since the local floods in mid-
March. Robert Hodges, First District Highway Engineer. said this week that it would take "sometime" to repair the bridge





Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club for
members and guests from 7:30
to 8:30 a. m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Lamb and Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Hargrove in charge. An
urgent women's golf meeting
will follow.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club at noon with
Mesdames Raymond Dixon, P.
A. Hart, Charles Robertson,
John Nance, and Miss Mayrell
Johnson as hostesses.
Sunday, April 27
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a horse show at the ciub
lora'ed east of Murray on the
V:n Cleve Road at 1:30 p.m.
Senior recital of Lolita Stice
King, Calvert City, mezzo
soprano, will be at Farrell
Recital Hall at to p. m.
Concert by MSU Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra, con-
ducted by Prof. Robert Baar,
will be at Lovett auditorium at
_five p. m.
Murray Magic Theatre will be
at University School auditorium
at 6:30 p. m. Admission is free.
Monday, April 28
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p. m. with
program by Music Department.
Tuesday, April 29
Murray High School Band
Boosters Club will meet at 7:30
p. m. in the band room.
Spring music program by the
University School students,
directed by Margery Shown,
will be at University School
auditorium at seven p. m.
Recital of Faculty Brass
Quintet, Robert Scribner and
Richard Farrell, trumpets,
David Elliott, French horn,
Raymond Conklin, trombone,
and Jeff Clarke, graduate
student, ham trombone, will be
at Farrell Recital Hall, MSU, at
8:15 p. m.
Wednesday, April 30
Bowling for Senior Citizens
wW be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p. m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel City Hall at one p.
m.
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m.
with Joyce Thomas, 753-9442, as
hostess.
Kickoff coffee for ladies golf
will be at Murray Country Club.
Senior recital of Edward
Riddick, Maury City, Tenn.,
piano, will be at Farrell Recital




By Abigail Van Buren
0 1975 by Chicago Tribuin•-N Mims Syrk0 ,
Donald Brock, right, spoke on services of the Mental
Health Center at the meeting of the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Clyde Adkins, department
chairman, is at left.
Donald Brock Of Mental Health
Center Speaks At Kappa Meeting
Donald Brock, director of the
Murray Mental Health Center,
was the guest speaker for the
April 8th meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
The need for greater public
awareness of services offered
by the local Mental Health
Center was emphasized by the
director. He described some of





preschool children, and a
program for adults generally
developmental disabled.
The speaker also commented
on his work with drug users and
alcoholics. In explaining the
funding of the local center, he
}writ 
will meet at the AA interested in a lot of ladies? - - - --*-pohtttle • out tharqunds fittn Bushart-Autlan
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
public Library at seven p. m.
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30 a.
m. with Sue Archer to give the
program. Hostesses will be
Carlene Belcher, Teck Farrell,
Geri 'Andersen, and Virginia
Jones.
Rec.overy, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, April 29
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m, for the Senior Citizens with
table games to start at 1:30 p.
m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p
m.
Faculty-staff senior breakfast





The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, April 28, at 7:30
p. m. at the club house.
Presenting the program will
be the Music Department of the
club.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Homer Miller, A. L. Hough,




Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris,
Jr., have returned home after
spending six weeks with their
daughter and family, Capt. and
Mrs. James E. Blankenship and
daughter, Dana, age three, and
new baby boy, James E., Jr.,
born April 7. The Blankenship
family also arrived Sunday for
a visit with their families in
Calloway and Henry Counties.
Price Good
thru Tuesday













. Good thru Saturday, April 24
. .110orket 414 Furniture
414 Market Street
642-6996 - Paris, Tenn.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a physician (G.P.), and
ours is a good marriage. But like everyone else, I have a
problem.
For the last two years, I have been wanting to get a
facelift, but my husband says, "If you.get a facelift, I'll look
like your father, so please forget it."
Abby, can you imagine a man being so vain as to deprive
his wife of a facelift because he doesn't want her to look
younger than he?
(He says, "If you put on a little weight, those wrinkles in
yo face will fill out, and you won't need any plastic
su ery." Isn't that a ridiculous way for a doctor to talk,
wing that my weight is perfect for my height?)
The plastic surgeon is tops and says he would gladly do
me, but not unless I get my husband's permission.
I am a year younger than my husband, but I look older
because I am prematurely wrinkled. I hate to look in the
mirror. What should I do?
PRUNE FACE
DEAR-PRUNE FACE: You have three options: (1)
Spend the rest of your life dodging mirrors and hating it. (2)
Find a plastic surgeon who will give you a facelift regardless
of what your husband thinks. (3) Make your husband realize
that he ia a selfish, egotistical little boy, and get him to
change his minds
DEAR ABBY: The people in our office refer to our boss
as a' ladies' man." We are having a difference of opinion as
to what that means.
Would you say that tu "ladies' man" is a man who is
DEAR CURIOUS: No. A ladies' man is a man who has a
lot of ladies interested in HIM.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that no one can answer
for me, so I'm asking you. Can you get married if you aren't
baptized?
I wasn't baptized, and I have a neighbor who is a good
Catholic. She asked me one day if I was baptized, and I told
her no. Well, right away she started calling me an animal
and all that. Then she told me if I wasn't baptized, I
couldn't get married.
Abby, is it true that if you aren't baptized, you can't get
married?
NOT BAPTIZED
DEAR NOT: I am informed by the Lutheran Church
(Missouri Synod, Minnesota South District Office) that
there is no stipulation in its religion that a person must be
baptized before he can be married in the Lutheran Church.
The Baptist Association Headquarters informs me that
there are no restrictions at all in the Baptist religion
regarding a person being baptized in order for him to get
married in the Baptist Church.
And Father Kevin of the Catholic Basilica St. Mary said
that a person must be baptized (in a Christian faith) in order
for the marriage to be considered a Christian marriage.
When a Catholic wants to marry someone from a
non-Christian religion, a Moslem, for example, the Catholic
Church performs a marriage that is considered
"quasi-sacramental," i.e., it is not a sacrament, although
the Catholic Church recognizes it as a valid marriage. But it
is not considered a Christian marriage because one of the
partners is not a Christian.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
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Nutrition Nuggets









snack is a "must"
with many school-age
children and they usually
look forward to snack time.
However, there also
appears to be a national
trend toward snacking
throughout the day, often
on foods that do not
contribute to nutritional
needs.
A snack is a small
amount of food eaten
between meals or is
sometimes a light meal It
can help us feel refreshed
and eager to keep on
working or playing. Of
course we will not want the
snack to diminish the
appetite for the next meal
and we will eat them at a
time that is not near a
meal. Some children will
use more -food than others
before the next meal
because they are more
active, bigger., or are
growing rapidly.
To help) your child eat
nutritious snacks, try the
following recipes:
* CHERRY PUNCH
1/4 tsp. almond extract
Cup maraschino cherry
syrup
1 quart cold milk
1 quart cherry-vanilla ice
cream











Spread above mixture on
graham crackers
PIZZA SPINS
11 lb. sharp cheddar
cheese (shredded)
1,2 lb. mozarella cheese
(shredded)
1.4 oz. can pimento,
chopped
1 small onion, chopped
3/4 tsp. Oregano
Mix all together with just
enough mayonnaise to
spread. Spread on (thin
sliced) party rye bread




2 cups chilled pineapple
Juice
- 1 rim ehrlied vra MO. liti4s"*--
1 quart cold milk
1 quart vanilla ice cream
Blend all ingredients
together, serves 15
during which the Kappas voted
to donate 9200 to the Mental
Health Center. It was also
announced that 9120.25 was
raised from the previous
month's auction for cystic
fybrosis.
Mrs. Peter Whaley an-
nounced the nominating
committee's slate of officers
whe were accepted by ac-
climation. Officers elected for
the 1975-76 year were Mrs.
Robert Warren, chairman, Mrs.
John Bartholomy, vice-
chairman, Mrs. Ben Hogan-
camp, secretary, and Mrs.
Buddy Spann, treasurer.
Hostesses were Mesdames
John Hina, Joseph Hendon,
Clayton Adams, Terry Arndt,
Morris Baucum, Robert
Warren, and Dan Parker.
•
reduced. He concluded that Vows Are Read
donations and volunteer
workers could aid in main-
taining local mental health
programs.
Mr. Brock was with the
Georgia Clinic Alcoholic
program before joining the
local Mental Health Center in
1969. He was previously an
associate pastor of the Union
Avenue United Methodist
Church and a lay missionary to
Africa, according to the in-
troduction given by Mrs. Sid
Easley.
The inspiration of the meeting
was read by Mrs. Richard
Knight.
Mrs. Clyde Adkins, chairman,
conducted a business session
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Barham,
Sr., of Fulton announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Mrs. Monette Bushart, to Oran
Outland of Murray, son of the.
late Mr. and Mrs. Woodard
Outland.
The vows were solemnized on
Saturday, April 19, at the First
Baptist Church of Murray with
Rev. Richard E. Walker of-
ficiating at two p. m.
Their only attendants were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Outland of
Murray.
Mrs. Bushart is employed at
South Central Bell Telephone
Company and Mr. Outland is







' The gaeden sets by the Senior
Citizens of Calloway County are
now in order and ready for
planting at the Calloway County
High School Greenhouse.
Senior Citizens will be
working there on Tuesday,
April 29, and Thursday, May 1,
depending on weather con-
dit ions.
Persons needing tran-
sportation or further in-
formation may call 753-0929.
Rattan upkeep
Get your rattan furniture
ready for warm weather use
by washing with a sudsy
sponge or cloth. Avoid over-
wetting and rinse well with a
damp sponge or cloth. Let the
furniture dry before using liq-
uid furniture wax for extra
protection.
Senior Citizens )
Hazel Citizens To Be
Honored, Woman's Club
The,fifth annual luncheon for
the Hazel Senior Citizens,
sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club, will be held
Saturday, May 10, at 11:30 a.m.
at the Hazel Baptist Church.
Anyone needing tran-
sportation may call 753-1920,
753-7663, or 492-8591.
Rubber tiles
. Clean rubber riles with an
untreated mop and detergent
or soap suds Stains and
scuffs should be buffed with
fine steel wool if ordinary
washing does not remove
them.
Omelets on the menu for
brunch? Vary the filling! Try
asparagus (fresh, frozen or
canned) with paper-thin slices
of Swiss cheese; or chicken liv-
ers with mushrooms and onion;
or Oriental vegetables with
shrimp.
: We Have 1,000 'Rocking Chaia' Just Waiting For You
7 E., la 2 Men 
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to Save on Massey-Fer
Farm Tractors and fits
RED CHECK DAYS END MAY 1
Only a few days left to purchase
these tractors and matching imple-
ments by May 1 and get a cash allow-
ance from Massey-Ferguson for hun-
dreds of dollars.
MF 235 42 PTO hp
MF 255 50 PTO hp:
MF 265 60 PTO hp*













Don't miss the opportunity to get a
b rand' rfew tract-urn' intrbdiiced :
A brand new tractor when you need it
— at the beginning of the season; not
the end.
Mfg est
 MF 100 SeriesTractors
Stocks are low, but we can also
offer cash allowances on famous
tractors MF 135, MF 150, MF 165,
MF 175 — at last years prices. Offer
applies to current inventory.
Visit us during the last few of
Massey-Ferguson's Red Check Days.
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13. The 45.5ociated Pre*.
Today is Friday, April 15, the 115th day
of 1975. There are 250 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1945, delegates of 45 nations met in
San Francisco to organize the United
Nations.
On this date -
In 1859, construction of the Suez Canal
began.
In 1898, the United States declared war
on Spain.
In 1901, New York became the first state
to require licenses for cars.
In 1917, China entered World War I
against Germany.
In 1945, in World War II, U.S. and Soviet
troops celebrated together when advance
units linked up on a demolished bridge
over the Elbe River at Torgau, Germany.
In 1959, the St. Lawrence Seaway was
opened to traffic.
Ten years ago: In the Dominican
Republic, the U.S. supported government
of President Donald Reid Cabral was over-
thrown.
Five years ago: The government of Haiti
said a mutiny by the Haitian Coast Guard
had been brought under control.
One year ago: The flooding Mississippi
River reached its highest crest in 100 years
at St. Louis.
Today's birthdays: Singer Ella Fit-
zgerald is 57. Veteran baseball executive
Fred Haney is 77.
Thought for today: Knowledge and tim-
ber shouldn't be much used till they are
seasoned - Supreme Court Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes, 1841-1935.
Bible Thought
For I have said, Mercy shall be
built up forever: thy faithfulness
shalt thou establish in the very
heavens. Psalm 89:2.
Mercy seen is mercy shared;
Mercy shared is mercy stored;





Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars. _realizing _11........F.mPtiasize....your
grae4eus7 amenable side: It -
ARIES
What you expect may not be
what you receive - and may be
for the best, without your
wins laurels, gains.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
If the past week put a drain on
nerves or stolffna, ease up to
recoup energies; ambitions will
brighten, too. You can rise
above fatigue surprisingly well.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Matters on the immediate
agenda should be taken care of
as expected. Give a little where
it would ease tensions, but not at
the expense of principles.
GEMINI
(May 22-to June 21)
This will be a day calling for
calmness and good judgment.
Do not let unexpected situations
ruffle you and don't let yourself
be pushed into undesirable
corners."
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
It is difficult for you to contain
yourself at times, but this is one




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
There are tendencies now to
take off on tangents and to ease
up in effort just when more
persistence is needed. Don't fail
yourself by yielding to such
inclinations.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June M )
You will have access to some
unusual gains if you move with
forethought and know-how.
Mercury, propitious, stimulates
your intuition and quick
thinking. development.
CANCER dakL...4 SCORPIO
(June 72 to July 23) qurN-4r (Oct. 24 to No.)
LEO 44-11•(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Those "best things in life" are
still free for the takers. Salute
this auspicious day with hope,
vigor and enthusiasm for your
most worthwhile interests.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 nr)
Once you know that your
ideas have good potentialities,
lose no time in trying to bring




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ,E-1
You may think you have a
project under control, rolling
briskly. Better take another
look for hidden flaws -
anything that could mean time,
energy lost.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You may make a new
acquaintance..ne. renew -an old
friertdship: .-L-verit- for -'those
'small" blessings and gains so
often belittled.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Everything seems to conspire
to engender optimism and
confidence. You should have a
most interesting and inspiring
day.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Neither renege on promises
nor- attempt too much. There
are tendencies to both now.
Accept only what your better
sense recognizes as suited to the
day and your purposes.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't depart abruptly from a
well-planned schedule, except
where emergency so requires.
Road may be bumpy in part, but
rewards will be sweeter.
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1975
You will not approve of some Not much planetary help
extremes being suggested. here, so day is practitally your
Speak up, voice your disap-
proval -- but calmly and
logically. A fine chance to use
your innate diplomacy!
LEO n
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44'ittri:
A day in which the Leoile
should shine! Now's the time to
capitalize on your top-flight
ideas; to use the novel strategy
that boots your project to the
finish line.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Several useful ideas may
come to you now, but not the
opportunity to apply them
immediately. Be paticint.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A good day! Stellar influences
should bring increased prestige,
new friendships, personality
rit,e1V,
own to mold. Try to conclude
long-term agreements if any
are pending. Stars are generous
in that respect.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AIN.
Fine Jupiter influences. Take
up the reins and drive straight,
strong and with enthusiasm.
Adhere to well-defined pro-
cedures, however.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Maintain an intelligent,
discriminating distance from
those who do not hold to your




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '47A4
A fine chance to put more
strrigth into methods for
furthering your goals. Your
keenness and convincing words
can bring new laurels.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Let's Stay Well
Cigarette Use Grows
Cigarette smoking is on the in-
crease in the United States, and
this trend could have an adverse
impact on public health.
The increase in cigarette
usage has taken place during the
last decade, despite higher
cigarette prices, substantial in-
crease in federal and state taxes
and the various warnings of the
dangers to health.
According to. a .iecent _article
in the US. News and World Re-
port, cigarette consumption
grew dramatically from 511
billion in 1964 to an estimated
617 billion in 1974, an increase of
more than 20 per cent
Persons 18 years of age and
older consumed an average of
217 paelc4 each in 1963.. Aftet.the -
Surgeon Geneeal'S Report. 11
years ago, cigarette consump-
tion dropped to 210 packs per
person 'per year for this adult
age group. The current level is
By F J.L. Blassmgame, M.D.
214 packs per person per year
and at an increase of about 3 per
cent per year, this rate will
climb to a record 220 packs dur-
ing 1975.
Cigarette smoking is identified
as being related to an increase in
the incidences of cancer
(especially of the lung) and
emphysema, as well as being as-
sociated with higher rates of
heart disease and hardening of
the arlerIeS and With Whatl
birth-weights of infants born to
mothers who smoke heavily. Ac-
cording to some authorities,
heavy cigarette smoking !ewe
the sex drive.
Public smoking is troublesome
to many nonsmokers, in spite of
air, conditioning; and mare-
public service groups, such as
ing smokers and nonsmokers to
cut down on the concentration of
tobacco smoke in the ambient
The use of cigarette filters and
the reduction of the tar and
nicotine content in cigarettes
have undoubtedly been
beneficial. Some experts are of
the opinion that these develop-
ments, plus the drop in consump-
tion after the Surgeon General's
Report, are responsible for the
current drop in the incident of
coronary heart attacks.
More health education,
especially among teen-agers, as
well as additional research to
improve cigarettes or find an ac-
ceptable substitute, is essential.
Q. Mrs. LY. wants comments
on whether physiciarns generally
agree' that alcohol can Cads"- 1.1,
drinkers to black out and have
blank periods in their memory.
A Many authorities on
alcoholism agree that blacking
Editorials and opiruunated articles on this page are presented forthe purpose of girl-Aiding a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opuuunated arta it'S are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
Opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
Phaosopk, of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers
therefore we urge residers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
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I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Facing World Shortages
Copley News Service
Economic facts are hard facts
that stubbornly refuse to con-
form to preconceived notions.
One such fact is that we live in
a world economy that is ines-
capably interdependent and
Don't go against present growing more so every day.
trends or yousnayrfkid o1f Anotheirr--is IMO—supplies —et--
others. Some of yourteP—witr7future -co-m-1-Tioditins are finite-A-Mr
nui 
objectives are taking shape.
YOU BORN TODAY-.
Taureans excel in the arts,
music, as writers, promotional
and advertising experts; also as
scientists ( especially in the
medical field), inventors and
teachers. You are extremely
ambitious, but not necessarily
in a material way. Your striving
is for extraordinary attainment
- and you usually achieve it,
not matter what your field.
Your personality is a quiet one,
reserved and almost shy at
times, so you often amaze
others with your obstinacy
when opposed. In fact, you can
be downright stubborn at times.
Try to be more flexible. Birth-
date of: Gen. U.S. Grant, 18th
Pres., U.S.A.; Samuel Morse,
inventor ( Morse code).
A thorough reappraisal of
rectInt activities can be the
basis for highly improved
future planning. Don't stymie
yourself through outmoded
ideas, methods. Be progressive.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of those rare persons who
combine idealism and
creativity with realistic know-
how, and your successes seem
to know no end. Extremely
versatile, many Taureans often
engage in two occupations at
once - or several in sequence
- and succeed in all. There are
many fields in which you could
reach the top, but you probably
would excel most at painting,
interior decorating, hor-
ticulture, as an educator or in
the medical field. On the minus
side, you are inclined to try and
dominate others; are also in-
clined toward arrogance and
self-will. Try to curb these traits
for they could alienate persons
in a position to help you. Birth-
date of: James Madison. 5th
Pres., U.S.A.
BIASINGAME
out from drinking alcohol oc-
curs Such blackouts may last a
short time or for several das,
usually depending on the
amount of alcohol consumed It
is not uncommon for heavy
drinkers to experience morning
after blankspots in their memory
(amnesia).
subject to depletion.
America is now so vulnerable
to shortages of vital imports that
we need to keep better track of
world markets, so that we can
plan more intelligently for our—
future.
Sen. John V. Tunney, D-Calif.,
is the author of a bill to establish
a monitoring unit within the
executive branch of the federal
government to evaluate U.S. re-
sources, set goals to meet short-
ages and assess the international
impact of such .ehortages.
The list of imports on which we
now depend is headed by oil,
which has provided us with an
object lesson in the last 18
months,
Less well known is our present
dependence on imports for ma-
jor supplies of chromium, nickel,
rubber, aluminum, tin and zinc.
In 10 years, iron, lead and
tungsten may be added to the list
I.sn't It The Truth -
by Carl Riblet Jr.
We try to be free but we march in step to
time, which makes us prisoners both of our
system and of our fears and the best that
we can reasonably hope for toward the end
are a pension, orthopedic shoes and a






FAST: SUB Ballroom, 8 a.m. Graduating
seniors, their spouses, and retired staff
and faculty members are honored guests.
Tickets are $1.50 per person.
PHI DELTA KAPPA: Dinner meeting,
SUB Ballroom, 6:30 p.m. Jim West,
Director of Region I, Educational
Development District, will speak. Tickets
are $3.50 per person and reservations can
be made through Billy Puckett, 762-2087.
SPRING MUSIC PROGRAM: Presented
by the Universay School students, directed
by Mrs. Margery Shown, University
School Auditorium, 7 p.m.
RECITAL: Faculty Brass Quintet,
Robert Scribner and Richard Farrell,
trumpets, David Elliott, French horn,
Raymond Conklin, trombone, and Jeff
Clarke (graduate student), bass trom-
bone. Farrell Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, April 30
SENIOR RECITAL: I Edward
Ricklick, Maury City, Tenn., piano, Farrell
Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Pickup Schedule
thru May 4
of those minerals which we get
mainly from abroad.
By the year 2000, Tunney be-
lieves, we may be dependent on
foreign supplies for most of our
copper, potassium and sulphur.
By then we may be running a
$1004rithoir-trade deficit for
ITI rnerars--alon -- --
Hand wringing will not restore
our economic independence, a
goal that may be impossible and
probably is not desirable. In
economic terms, the first, sec-
ond, third and fourth worldii will
soon be one world if they are not
already — and that's not
globaloney.
The Congress should pass Tun-'
ney's bill or similar legislation to
improve our capability to antici-
pate and adjust to changes in our





With Congress dragging its
feet on legislation to deal with
the problem of illegal aliens, a
Chicago firm has struck out on
its own to discourage illicit
border traffic.
National Can Corp. has an-
nounced initiation of policies
aimed at reducing the employ-
ment opportunities that lure job-
seekers from foreign lands.
The company will list on all
work application forms the ques-
tion. "Do you have the legal
right to be in this country?"
Signs will be posted in each of
its 62 plants nationwide, inform-
ing workers that plants will be
open for regular immigration in-
spection. Leonard Chapman,
commissioner of the U.S. Irnmi-
gration Service, agreed that
illegal aliens would soon be de-
tected through regular inspec-
tions and that publicity given to
the company's program would
persuade them to avoid National
Can.
The goal, of courSCAL...inore
jobs for the force of U.S. unem-
ployed. Chapman believes that a
concerted effort by all busi-
nesses could open up more than
one million jobs in a matter of
months.
National Can, in cooperation
with the Immigration Service, is
spearheading a drive to get other
companies to adopt similar
measures.
Is Congress viatching?
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8
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Q. Mr. E.N. wants to know why
the federal government is cut-
ting down on its fulanciale°11-
tribution to food research.
A According to Science News,
the federal government will
spend $367 million on food
research in its next fiscal year.
About 35 per cent of this amount
to
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Columbia, S. C. - Furman University
students became concerned with the
number of bicycle thefts on the campus.
They met and appointed a student, John
Cell, chairman of bike security and safety.
When Cell went outside after the meeting,
he found his bike had been stolen.
( Evening Record)
San Francisco - A man walked into her
market dear Twin Peaks and ordered
Dorothy Harris to hand over the money,
she told authorities. The 57-year-old
proprietor said, "No." The man pulled a
gun and aimed it at her face. -Give me the
money," he demanded. Mrs. Harris:
"No." "Do you see this gun?" he asked. "I
don't care - you're not getting the
money." The gunman turned and left.
Mrs. Harris later told police she had been
robbed by five juveniles last week and was
just fed up. The five were later captured.
Wednesday's would'be robber remains at
large. ( San Francisco Chronicle)
One of two men who took a J. C.
mechanical digger from a police force
ground marsh said he took it to give to a
friend for his engagement. The case was
adjourned for two weeks to allow him to
produce his driving license. Hereford-
shire, England, Times)
1 0 Ye-ars Ago
Ed Thomas, Murray State College fresh-
man, was elected as president of the State
Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda at the con-
vention held in Louisville.
Judy Hargis and Mary Keys Russell of
Murray High School have been elected to
district offices in FHA at the meeting held
at Fteidlana HIgh-Schbol. --------------
Julius Winstead, fathtsrbrItir
0. Wilson, died at his home on Route Two,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Jean Blankenship and Carolyn Adams of
the Regional Library were speakers at the
luncheon meeting held by the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Miss Judy Thomas of Murray has been
named "best groomed girl" at Murray
State College.
20 Years Ago
Fire destroyed a store building at
Wiswell. Members of the Murray Rescue
Squad helped to keep the fire from
spreading to a nearby home.
Thousands of burley tobacco growers in
eight states will decide April 28 whether
they want to retain marketing quotas and
price supports in the 1955 burley tobacco
crop.
Mrs. Nannie Futrell, age 84, died April
22 at the home of a son, Brigham Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Naomi June, _
to Charles R. Magness, son of Mr. and-- - -
Mrs. Otis Magness.
Births reported include a boy, Richard- -- -
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph Story,
April 16.
.30 Years Ago
Pvt. Vernon Thompson, Marine Corps,
died from wounds received while in action
on Iwo Jima. Reported wounded in action
are Sgt. Barnard D. Compton, Germany,
Pvt. Holmes Zack, Luzon, and Pvt. Ortis
Drinkard, Italy. Pvt. Alfred Duncan is
reported missing in action in Germany.
Deaths reported are John Thomas
Latham, age 18, Boyd T. Brandley, age 51,
and A. H. Waldrop, age 92.
Fifteen Calloway men will leave May 2
for induction in the Armed Forces.
Murray Training School won first place
in the annual Purchase District FFA Field
Day_
The Calloway County Farm Bureau is
sponsoring a corn production contest for
this year as a part of the Rural Im-
provement Association program, ac-
cording to Rudy Hendon. president.
Rebecca Jo Waldrop and Clara Coleman
are valedictorian and salutatorian
respectively of the Kirksey High School
Senior Class.
10 Years Ago.
Reports from the Aurora Dam site on the
Tennessee River state that TVA engineers
have been surveying for the past two
weeks in the area and are staking lands on
both sides of the river to indicate the water
level after the dam is built and the lake is
.; formed.
.Deaths reported are Mrs. Hubert
Hooper, age 30, John David Burkeen. age
48, Mrs. Dana Mansfield, age 73. and R. L.
Miller, age 74.
Hugh Gingles of Kirksey has the honor of
leading the entire state of Kentucky during
the month of March in milk and butter fat
production per cow.
Attorney Hall Hood has been elected
president of the Murray Rotary Club.
Luther Robertson is vice-president and 0.
L. Boren is secretary_
Marriages reported this week inetude
Miss Winnie Cherry to Hall McC'uiston on
April 20, andMiss Laura Lassiter to James
Jennings on October 21.
"Worry is the interest on the trouble you
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WARD-ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns
We'll Trade For Anything!
 *6414 Ake a •
























It's tf-i bold leather-look expansion watchband you've
seen on television. But Speidel has made it wider to go
with today's fashionably bigger watches. So. if you have
a big watch, now you have a real style choice.
114 S. 5th - lawny, Ky. 753-1640
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
-OtittloOr-inten-We now have the Hennas- Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heeis.----








806 Coldwater Rd 753-6448









Open 7 Days A Week i::.:.0.:.E...
8a. m. - 1000 p. m. ....,:.:.:::•::. •:::•:-:
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322 ::•::'§
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4Vernon's Inc.,[4=V
Fisherman's Special
-Buy the famous gush N Koller Boot oft0 make rIr 111111 choice of $5.95 retail
fiNet Noire 5 pew of soli or S5.951=61 •
Fins 'n Feathers
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GREAT GUNS! Rick Lowe, 307 N. 8th Street, Murray, proudly smiles as he holds the wild turkey he bagged in LBL Thursday.
Rick said he thought he lost his chance for the turkey when another hunter scared it off the roost. A 35 yard shot and a 65
yard shot brought down the first turkey he has ever bagged. The turkey tipped the scales at 20 pounds and sported a 10 inch
beard. Rick stated that veteran turkey hunter, Harold Knight of Cadiz also bagged a turkey Thursday that weighed in at 19
pounds and 12 oz., sporting a 10 inch beard. Congratulations, Rick!
,. Fisherman's
-4 Corner By Ken Dean
Barkley Lake continues to be
hot for crappie. Several
fishermen have caught
stringers of forty to sixty
crappie with many of those
being slabs. Also, crappie are
beginning to move toward
shallow water. Some nice
catches have been made up in
the bushes in the back of coves.
Reports of catching crappie up
on the banks and water tem-
perature at 59 degrees give a
good indication that the spring
crappie run has finally begun.
Even though crappie are
being caught from six inches to
five feet deep up in the bushes,
most of the big catches have
come from the underwater
ledges and creek channels. Still,
the best method to catch ole
slabsides is to fish from ten to
fifteen feet deep with minnows
on crappie rigs.
Blood River is beginning to
produce some fairly good
crappie fishing. Right now it
seems that Crappie Hollow is
the best place to fish in that
area. A few fish have been
caught on the ledges out toward
the mouth of Bloody, since the
clearest water is out neat the
main body of Kentucky Lake
The water is still dingy toward
the back of Blood River but is
clearing. By next weekend
crappie fishing should begin to
get better if it's going to be good
at all this spring.
+++++
Two weeks ago my fishing
partners were Leo Blair and his
son Eric. We fished in Crooked
Creek and caught a nice bunch
of crappie. Eric turned out to be
the fisherman of the day. The
eight year old lad caught the
two biggest slabs he'd ever
seen. When he got home he told
his Mom that he didn't want to
quit fishing so early in the day,
but since the grown-ups wanted
to go home he had to also.
Last week Gary Hohman and
I went to Taylor Bay and caught
49 real nice keepers including
ten slabs. We fished about
fourteen feet deep along the
creek channel. Gary showed me
some good places I'd never
fished before. He'd caught over
a hundred there the week
before.
Bass fishing is steadily im-
proving. Some big bass up to
eight pounds have been caught
out of Cypress. A few bass have
been caught around rocky
points and the sides of coves.
When the water temperature
hits sixty degrees, bass fishing
should really pick up.
+++++
When loading and unloading
your boat at any of the ramps in
the twin lakes area, be sure and
put all your gear and stuff into
the boat before you back down
to the ramp. Also, whenever







Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
Gerrald -Boyd,







The Murray Bass Club held
their first point tournament of
the year last Sunday. Check in
time at the KenLake Marina
showed that the fishing was
stow. atill -there -were-severs}
fish caught. Out of a total of 34
fishermen who fished the
tournament, Jerry McConnell
and Hugh Massey, owners of M
& M Sporting Goods took first
and second places, respec-
tively: Hal Barrow took third;
Robert Lowe, fourth place; Don






A high floating rumor has
several people ready to head for
The Land Between The Lakes to
get in on a groundhog hunt that
has not been scheduled. A LBL
official explained that the
hunting seasons within The
Land Between The Lakes are
scheduled prior to the hunting
seasons and submitted to the
Kentucky Department of Fish &
Wildlife Resources for their
review and approval.
A "Special Groundhog Hunt"
within LBL that has not been
previously scheduled would
require much red tape and
__requireantmergency_ sit us tian.
to
liCrtord.e inithO g the spec al
hunt.
An emergency situation does
not exist in The Land Between
The Lakes and since no such
season was submitted to or
approved by the Department
there will be no groundhog hunt
in The Land Between The
Lakes.
ramp so that others may pull
along side of you. Be con-
siderate of other fishermen and
get your boat in and out as
quickly as possible.
Also, please don't throw trash
and stuff into the lake,. Let's
keep our waters clean. Put your
cans and other trash in the boat
and then use the trash cans
provided at most boat ramps or
take it home to throw it away.
Wear your life jackets and be
careful while motoring to and
from your favorite fishing hole.
Good luck and good fishing.
Wanda and Larry Suiter show a fine stringer of 98 slab






- Four wheel Drive
',Takes Y.ou To where The Action is
301 S. 4th 753-1372 Murray, Ky.
Bass Report
Joe Sills, bass fisherman and
fishing rod manufacturer, gave
us some favorable news from
the Cypress Cove area on
Kentucky Lake around the
Kentucky-Tennessee line. The
lake is at summer pool ( 359)
and the water temperature is
rising. Joe reports the fishing
good in shallow water by using a
white or silver spinner bait. Joe
hauled in and then live released
a 5 lb. 12 oz. egg laden female
largemouth this week. Gary
Marquardt took a stringer of
four bass with one weighing 4"z
lbs. Hall Barrow and his son
Ricky hung their two big 8
pound plus bass in the same
area last week. Shallow water
with surface tempeatures of
around 66 degrees seem to be
the best producing areas.
Congratulations!
Congratulations to Ricky
Lowe for his feat of taking his
first wild turkey.
office selling 422 federal Duck
Stamps in 1974.
Solely as a personal ob-
servation, we find it very
ob, pleasing- thert -the perm-Aogz-of -
-outdoorspersons" in Calloway
County surpasses that national
average of hunters and
fisherpersons as compared to
the overall population. With this
in mind we feel it would be even
more pleasing if this group of
people were to join together in a
common effort.
Many of us already know that
just because we have a hunting
or fishing license it does not
make us a "sportsman". Too
many outdoorsmen abuse the
privileges because of
depredation and acts which are
not in tune with the laws of
nature. Attitudes have a lot to
do with whether or not a person
is a sportsman or not and
proper attitudes can be instilled
through education.
It has been the purpose of this
section of The Murray Ledger dr
Times to present a diverse and
educated source of outdoor
information; local fishing and
hunting and fishing news; the
ecology scene - how it affects
the outdoorsman and how the
outdoorsman affects it. All this
and more has been brought to
print so that the outdoorsman
- can be better informed.
11.4t4-431.upaatting_ that:a
majority of the population are
outdoors oriented and only a
few muster up the initiative to
fight that low figure of 1 per
cent of the national population
that would end all hunting and
fishing. Yes, I also said fishing.
The anti-hunting thing has been
on the scene for some time and
is oft times brushed off as
something that will be taken
care of by someone else. But,
anti-fishing? It is no joke. There
is an "anti" group teaching
primary school children that a
fishing hook is a cruel way to
take a fish from his surroun-
dings. The group's teaching
methods are very effective and
are conditional behavioral
pattern training processes
whereby the children grow up
believing that fihing is cruel.
This is in addition their thought
that hunting is cruel and
trapping is cruel and that kind
Mother Nature should be the
only one to take care of her own.
Let us all become better in-
formed and get involved!
Hunting and Fishing
Licenses
We have just recently
gathered a few figures with the
aid of Calloway County Clerk,
Marvin Harris and found that
last year's hunting and fishing
license sales were record
breaking in this county. The
1974 $72,568 license sales were
$4000 higher than the 1973
record breaking year.
The increased hunting and
sport fishing license sales show
that Calloway County residents
are becoming more and more
outdoor oriented. Better than
16,000 residents either fished or
hunted last year. Marvin
reports that the sale of
specialized tags, stamps and
licenses was good. His office
sold 862 Deer Licenses tags),
24 Trout Stamps, and 20
Trapping Licenses.
In addition to the licenses and
special tags sold at the County
Clerk's office, Lester Nanny,
Postmaster, reported the post
If you don't think the hunting
and fishing privileges are
becoming endangered in
Kentucky, the following excerpt
from the 1975 policies of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau





destructiveness on the part of
trespassers, hunters, fishermen
and other offenders cause much
damage to farm property, crops
and livestock, and much in-
convenience and danger to farm
people.
We urge law enforcement
officers, including conservation
officers, to strictly enforce the
requiring permission to enter
property for the purpose of
hunting or fishing.
We recommend that the law
requiring permission for use of
farmland for recreational
purposes be amended to require
"written permission."
We urge the League of
Kentucky Sportsmen to con-
tinue to encourage its members
to be careful and show respect
for livestock, fencing and other
farm property.
We recommend that Ken-
tucky's law be changed to
provide that trespassing shall
constitute a criminal offense
subject to a reasonable fine and
or other punishment.
Jerry's Restaurant
--&--nttt St  753.3226-
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It surely is a great time of the
year for four wheelers. There is
just something about spring
that brings out the urge to seek
the great outdoors and enjoy the
wonders of nature. If this spring
fever doesn't affect you in the
least you very probably reside
- on unhappy Street.
MI' • "•2•••••••=.11.....•
As nature unfolds in all Its
majesty with the warming glow
of sunlight and we stand in its
presence, far removed from the
concrete, cold, calculated,
clutter of civilization one cannot
help but feel somewhat
awed. There is just a certain
something about the spring that
causes one to purify his
thinking, and remodel his
outlook on life. It is a time when
life surges forth, fresh and
vibrant and sparkling. It is a
time to set new goals, to look
ahead with optimism, to act
with confidence, and yet, pause
to reflect on the road which lays
behind.
In pausing I keep recalling a
story heard at some campfire
many years ago which I never
can quite forget. There was a
certain young man who came
from somewhere speaking
some pretty powerful thoughts.
He proposed a lot of ideas,
which, when you carefully
considered them, made a lot of
sense. He asked that all
mankind treat each other as
brothers, and even went so far
as to suggest that we act toward
-.;- other folks the same-way-we
. would want them to treat us. He
contended that all of man's
actions should grow out of love
and not from hate, fear,
jealousy, or greed. He said that
if a man wanted to eat then he
ought to work. He didn't agree
with the idea that man was just
an animal but taught that he
had a purpose in being hefe. He
-fade-it-that -men-end wemea
were NOT created equal but
rather different and that each
was made to complement the
other, not compete. He
suggested that mankind do all
things in moderation.
Perhaps the most difficult of
his teachings for man to accept
was that some things were right
and some were wrong. Those
who listened to him and did the
right things would find a life
even beyond the grave. Those
who did not would enter a never
ending torment. He further said
that his teaching was sufficient
knowledge for man to know. I
know that many of you will scoff
and say such a person never
really existed.
Certainly most folks don't
really believe him. But just
suppose, for even a brief
moment, that the story was
true. Would you give this fellow
a ride in your four wheeler?
Could he sit in that fine bass
fishing boat? Would he be
welcome in your camper? Could
he go looking for that fine covey
of quail you remember? Could
he sit at your campfire and
listen in? And, W HE DID nually swell that total by about
-would-you prohably-firlillGER sr'
•
This is not a sermon and I
don't make any claim to being a
preacher. Besides you no doubt
have heard that what you read
really doesn't hurt you. Of
course you might like to reflect
that if man had really listened,
Viet Nam would never have
happened, Women's Lib would
be exposed for what it really is,
the whole problem of welfare
would already be solved, crime
would cease, and generally man
wouldn't have to spend billions
of dollars and millions of hours
of time seeking happiness
because he would already have
it.
Somehow the story of that
certain young fellow just
doesn't seem to correlate with
-*the' fonnirritarly"
everywhere in front of today's
youth, with the six packs of
Budwieser dumped carelessly
across the landscape, and with
the ideals we try to teach
youngsters as compared to the
lives we really lead. The next
sunnytiay that you get into your
four wheel drive or for that
matter, your automobile just
glance over at that empty seat
and imagine what it would be
like if He was really there.
Just relating the story made
me feel' better. I hope reading it
will help you too.
Four wheeling news concerns
the fact that everybody is busy.
If you watch real close you
might spot some four wheeler
with the top down as the warm
weather hits. Several people
have called or written regar-
ding various used four wheelers
on the market and wanting to
know what's what with each
one. Hopefully we can answer
some of those questions in the
future.
Let's each of us as outdoor
lovers make one resolution this
spring - We will do everything
Leo Blair with a nice bunch
Creek on Barkley Lake.
Did You Know?
Ducks Unlimited, just one of
many private, sportsman-
financed organizations, has
raised over $25 million to




about $150,000,000 for fisheries
research through a special tax
on their equipment and an-
hew lmarls. tba..gteat--- sr! Trititimi.". -
outdoors better for everyone.evi things
Bob Alsup, Jr. hangs up another stringer of crappie he and
his dad caught recently. The stringer has 45 Barkley Lake
slabs.
4 Dept. of fish & Wtiâ Resources
The Lend Between The Lakes
Short Shots
Junior Fishing Rodeo
May 17-18 in Land
Between The Lakes
A Junior Fishing Rodeo for
boys and girls will be held in
Land Between The Lakes, May
17-18. The special event is
sponsored by TVA In
cooperation with the Deer
SpOrtarden's Club of Murray,
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
and the merchants of western
Kentucky.
The rodeo is open to all boys
and girls from 6 to 12 years of
age and will be held at Devils
Elbow on Lake Barkley in the
I70,000-acre public outdoor
recreation area. Interested
persons may pick up entry
blanks at one of the information
points in Land Between The
Hunting Wild Turkey Takes
Knowledge, Skill And Practice
While most of Kentucky's
outdoorsmen are suffering from
bad cases of fishing fever with
the corning of spring, there's a
small but dedicated bunch
that's all set to go hunting as
soon as the season opens April
26.
Unless you're one of this
group, you might be wondering
just what kind of hunting takes
place in April, but if you're a
turkey hunter, you're certainly
aware of the upcoming spring
gobbler season and probably
already have your plans made
and your hunting area
thoroughly scouted.
The wild turkey is perhaps the
loos -difficult game bird- to-
manage successfully. Their
prefered habitat is the deep
woods, usually as far away
from people as they can get. Too
much use of an area by man will
drive turkeys away, and there is
evidence that during the critical
nesting season, they cannot
tolerate even recreational use
of their home range.
Suitable turkey habitat in
Kentucky exists in portions of
the eastern part of the state,
mostly in the Daniel Boone
National Forest, and at Land
Between the Lakes (1.BI.) in
Western Kentucky. Although
LBL receives heavy
recreational use, most human
activity is concentrated around
the shorelines of Kentucky and
Barkley lakes, leaving large
tracts where the turkeys can
-*live unmolested_
turkey population is holding
saIdy, game biologists would
like to see it increase.
Therefore, the season this year
By John Wilson
has been reduced from nine
days of past years to four
days—April 26 and 27 and May 3
and 4, for turkey gobblers with
visible beards only.
Hunting is permitted in
Pulaski (except the Beaver
Creek Wildlife Area), Clay,
Leslie, Jackson, Owsley, Wolfe,
Bath, Menifee, Powell, Laurel,
Rockcastle, Lee and Rowan
counties. In addition, the por-
tion of McCreary County east of
US 27 and north of Ky. 92 and
the portion of Whitley County
north of KY. 92 will be open, as
well as the parts of Breathitt,
Knott and Perry counties not in
the Robinson Forest Wildlife
Management Area, which is
closed to all hunting.
The turkey season in Land
Between the Lakes is April 17,
18, 19, 24, 25, 26 and May 1,2 and
3.
Hunting hours are from
daylight until noon, prevailing
time, except at I.B1., where
hunters must check out by 11:00
a.m.
In Eastern Kentucky's open
areas, both shotguns from 12 to
20 guage and rifles are legal for
turkey hunting. Shotgun slugs
are prohibited, as are handguns
except for muzzle-loading
pistols on the Pioneer Weapons
area in Bath and Menifee_
counties. UM -has its own
special regulations which
hunters should check in ad-
vance of their hunt. _
Turkeys may also be taken by
archery,. fAg brpadheads at
tiSt rn inch* dide. CrossbOws
are permitted only on the
Pioneer Weapons area, and
must be of 80-pound pull with
broadheads at least • inch
wide. Contact your local con-
servation officer or write the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife, Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 for com-
plete regulations.
Hunting the elusive and wary
wild turkey takes knowledge,
skill and practice. The suc-
cessful hunter usually wears
complete camouflage and is
proficient with at least one of
the many turkey calls on the
market. The best bet for the
beginner is to team up with an
old hand at the sport and learn
as much as possible from him.
• -171-
Lakes or from the Murray
Recreation and Parks
Department. Trophies will be
awarded to a Grand Champion
and a Reserve Champion as
well as to first place entries in
all age categories. Second and
third place merchandise prizes
will also be awarded in each
category. All places will be
determined by the heaviest
string of 10 or less fish.
Entrants will be allowed to
fish one 21 -hour session.
Participants will be sent a
punch card stating the day and
time they are to fish upon
receipt of the entry blank at the
Land Between The Lakes
headquarters at Golden Pond,
Kentucky. Punch cards must be
presented on the day of the
rodeo. Prior registration is
required and only one entry
blank per person is permitted.
The launching ramps and
fishing pier at Devils Elbow will
be temporarily closed to use by
general public on the days of the
rodeo. Families interested in
making a day of the activities at
Land Between The Lakes are
encouraged to utilize the other
informal use areas in the area.
Young anglers are requested
to wear life jackets and must
provide their own cane pole, rod
and reel, and bait. For ad-
ditional information, write or
call Recreation Services,
Fishing Rodeo. TVA, Land






Signs on the Fort Henry Trail
System valued at more than
4200 were recently vandalized
by a person or persons
Kenneth Lax with a seven pound two ounce baps caught out
farm pond. He landed the lunker on twelve pound test line using
jitterbug top water bait.
Photo by Murray Bait
of crappie taken from
Photo hs K. Dean
WA To Feed Wildlife
The Tennessee Valley
Authority in the Knoxville,
Tennessee area is considering
expanding an agricultural
program that is very similar to
what is being done in western
Kentucky's Land Between The
Lakes.
For the last few years the
agricultural program in The
Land Between The Lakes has
had provisions which have
helped wildlife. TVA is now
conducting this same type of
program on tracts of TVA land
near Knoxville, Tennessee and
in northern Alabama. The
demonstrations call for lessees
to lesyg aelected_ natural
vegetation around crop fields
which provide nesting habitat
and escape cover for certain
species of wildlife. In addition,
the leasees agree to leave a
predetermined amount of row
crops which would serve as a
fall and winter food source for
song birds, small game and
other wildlife.
I am glad to see a government
Crooked agency setting the example for
providing increased wildlife
habitat and expanding this
program in other areas of the
Tennessee Valley.
Jackie Weaver (left) accepts the set of National XT Com-
mando tires he won from a fund raising project of The Twin
Lakes 4-Wheelers, Dan Gardner, a 4 wheeler member
presents the tires.
unknown, according to TVA
authorities. The directional
signs used on the trail system to
explain to hikers specific
locations were apparently
damaged when shot with a
shotgun. The public is reminded
that destruction, defacement,
or disturbance of any building.
sign, structure, barrier,
campground equipment;
natural features, or other public
property of any kind is for-
bidden. Violators are subject to
imprisonment and a miximum
fine of $10,000. The public is
encouraged to report any
violations they witness to the





Tournament will be sponsored
by the Balcoky Bowhunters
Club and TVA's Land Between
The Lakes, May 3-4. The ac-
tivity will be held in Section B of
Camp Energy, near the En-
vironmental Education Center.
Check-in time for the tour-
nament is 8:00 a.m. Saturday;
check-out is 1:00 p.m. Sunday
afternoon. A $3.00 fee will be
charged. Bow hunters will have
the opportunity to hunt carp and
gar on Barkley and Kentucky
Lakes as well as Energy Lake.
Scoring will be based on the
length of the fish taken. There
will be two separate divisions:
an open division and a division




FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
New Stock Firearms
Fishing - Reloading - Archery
And Hunting Equipment
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Phone 753-2571 Chestnut Street
2 ML — 94 East
'fishing Tackfe. ARV Fray-- -Sgortifif
BAIT COMPANY
and second prizes will be
awarded in both carp and gar
divisions. Buffalo and catfish
will be recognized under the
carp division. Participants are
allowed to enter only one
division. For additional in-
formation, write or call
Recreation Services
Bowtishing Tournament, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,





A leisurely walk along hills
and hollows in search of spring
wildflowers will be held during
the Wildflower Walk at the
Buffalo Range, Saturday, April
26, at 10 a.m. - -- -
The Cogiba District Boy Scout
Tropp Camporee will be held in
the Fort Henry area May 2, 3,
and 4. Between 200-500 Boy
Scouts and adult leaders are
expected. Scouts in the district
interested in participating
should contact Bill Bryant, Sr.,




There are four new arrivals at
Land Between The Lakes. Four
buffalo calves were born
recently; more are expected.
The new additions can be seen
at the Buffalo Range in the
south end of the I70,000-acre
public outdoor area.
Astro Car Wash









We otter you the freshest bait












753-1751 209 7th, Murray, Ky.
OFFICE SUPPLIES - FURNITURE - 
MACHINES
gwin Xakes
OFFICE PRODUCTS. INC. _
304 EAST MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
PHONE 753-0113
Zcf!es ACM Sporting Coeds
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Hunting & Fishing License
Camping Equipment Fishing Equipment
Archery Equipment
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Austin Peay Thrashes
Murray In Dual Meet
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It took 20 years but Austin
Peay State University finally
defeated Murray State in a dual
track meet.
And they did it so con-
vincingly Friday afternoon in
Stewart Stadium that it made
up for the 20-year drought.
The Governors, picked to
t rjsti second in the Ohio Valley
C 'crence meet behind
fa \ Ted Western Kentucky, won
in -Trerf ItiVt 17 events
to demolish the host Racers 99-
46.
Murray had come into the
meet fresh off an 86-55 win last
Saturday at home over Middle
Tennessee, the team picked
third in the OVC Meet which
will be held next month in Rich-
mond.
And the Racers, picked for
fourth in the conference, had
hopes of climbing up another
rung on the ladder. But the






CARLSBAD, Calif. ( AP ) -
Jack,Nicklaus surveyed his po-
sition a distant eight shots back
of leading Al Geiberger and ob-
served:
"This is a strange course.
Very strange.
"When you've got it going,
you tend to keep it going. When
you're not quite there, it can be
the toughest course in the
world."
And Geiberger, that skinny
guy who still munches his
trademark peanut butter sand-
wiches, obviously has it going
very nicely indeed at the $200,-
000 Tournament of Champions.
He's put together a pair of
67s, hasn't scored a bogey, has
matched the course record for
playing very tough for the five-
time Masters champion.
"I just wasn't very good,"
Nicklaus said after a pair of
three-putts left him with a sec-
ond-round 72 and a 142 total.
"Nothing happened. I feel I'm
not far from playing a good
round, but it hasn't happened
ye!."
First-round leader Jim Col-
bert made double bogey six on
his final hole for a 73 that sent
him skidding back to third at
138. He was followed by J.C.
Snead, 69-140 and Gene Littler,
72-141 with Nicklaus and South
African Gary Player at 142.
Player, the current British
Open king, had a second-round
70.
U.S. Open champion Hale Ir-
win struggled to a hard-won 73-
143 and Johnny Miller, the de-
Austin Peay ran away with
the first event and from that
point on, the Governors just
kept adding to their huge
margin.
The most successful event on
the day for the Racers was the
mile-run. The Racers scored
nine points in the event. Scoring
was on a 5-3-1 system, as it
always is in dual meets.
Freshman Martyn Brewer of
England kicked strong near the
end and won in a 4:13.3 while
senior Gordy Benfield was
gettrnttirr4744.4 suphumott
Bob Arnet third in 4:17.7.
Murray had two more wins in
the track events.
Lester Flax recorded a 47.9 to
win the 440-yard dash while
teammate Mike Campbell took
third place in 49.0.
In the 880, Dennis Mabbitt
came through with a fine 1:54
for first while Benfield earned a
third with a 1:56.3.
The only other first on the day
was in the triple jump where
Kevin Caines won with a 47-
1 1 L 4 . Patmore Chatman, who
last week broke the school
record, failed to place.
After the four wins, it was a
disappointing -ttlitturt 131
seconds and thirds.
Earning second places on the
day for Murray were Flip
Martin in the high jump 16-9),
Chatham in the long jump, and
Brian Rutter in the three-mile
run with a 14:14.
Third places fur Murray
included Jim Rozhon in the high
jump ( 6-5), Steve Ford in the
shot put 51-3), Kevin Caines in
vomMEM16
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It wasn't a good homecoming
fur Hawk Taylor.
The former assistant baseball
coach at Murray State brought
his Lambuth College team to
Reagan Field Friday afternoon
io meet the team that Taylor
once helped coach.
All the Thoroughbreds did
was pound out .a school record
23 hits, tie two teams records
and tie two individual records.
'Breds Belt Five Homers
In Ripping Lambuth 18-5
championship series.
But before making the trip up
east for the OVC Series, the
'Breds will leave Sunday for a
winbillto be played Monday at
Arkansas S' ate.
"l'he'Breds, ranked 12th in the
natio- lc, MifiniedifIrglicime,ina-_--- 111-the-third-freme, Sims ang__Kentucky will play today for the
in the 18-5 win, posted their 36th 
_
Richie White both walked and right to host- Multay in-that ---
win of the season and then Jack then Perconte unloaded with his
Perconte tied a school mark three-run shot to right field.
with his 14th double of the
season and Mike Sims tied a It was Leon Wurt
h's turn in
school' mark with his ninth the fifth as he blast
ed a two-run
pitching win of the year. shot and no soon
er than he
crossed the plate, sophomore
third-baseman Terry Brown
drilled a solo homer to left.
Then in the sixth inning, Bob
Mantooth ripped a two-run shot
to left and Perconte wrapped up
With the win, the 'Breds go to the scoring in the 
eighth frame
36-6 for the season. with a solo homer.
Every starter had at least one
hit and everybody who came to
the plate got a hit with the ex-
For Perconte, it was a banner
day as he ripped two homers,
one a three-run shot, doubled
and played outstanding in the
field at second base.
Sims went seven innings and
was charged with all five
Lambuth runs while fanning
eight batters and walking three.
He was relieved by freshman
southpaw Greg Cruse who
worked he last two frames.,
Cruse accounted for every one
of the outs, whiffing six men and
giving up a pair of passes.
Lambuth took a 1-0 lead in the
second but in the bottom of the
inning, Murray sent 10 con-
secutive men to the plate and
before the inning had ended, the
'Breds had scored eight times.
Nuggets And Spirits
Win Playoff Contests
3§.42.1.,es at10-4nder7par 134 and • cit. He came 
up with a career
owns a-Thiirem`slorreliTfialfWar fencIthr-ehamPton -herer4lowl----the--tepihr-jurrim-Faerd---im-
Hge - The 4Asiketal4 accoqmny his 32zin_ ts. -.high-1L-pan:3.1s. .41....11=1,41......--CeSatat.dax-41.4illake.liPute..will hP4Ilavag.al
thrown, ilia --skis .aveni-thaL.,4.4134AueRiat4e.40d tict71441.0eCaussin j 
One coach named Brown was No, I wouTET say Inar
ception of former Murray High
star Mike Cathey who pinch hit
for Sims.
Sims becomes only the fifth
pitcher in the history of Murray
Slate to win nine games.
Others to have accomplished
the feat include Lynn Bridwell,
George Dugan, Greg Englar
and Jerry. Weaver.
Sims will have a shot at
winning his 10th game next
Friday when the 'Breds open up
the best of three playoff series





Site-if  3 2 1
Perconte-2b 5 4 3
Stemanowslu-rf  3 1 1
Worth-as 6 2 3
Brown-3b 5 1 3
Walker-lb  3 1 2
Hughes-cf 5 2 2
Ste uber-c 3 1 2
Sims-p 3 3 2
Ktel-lf 2 0 1
Mantooth-rf 2 1 1
Derrington-lb  1 0 1
Ray-c  1 0 1
Cathay-ph 1 0 0
Totals 43 18 23
012 000 2oo 5-6-2




brings together only the win-
ners of regular pro golf tour
events from the last 12 months.
Nicklaus, on the other hand,
isn't quite there. And the 6,855-
yard La Costa Country Club
course, with its deep, clinging4
rough and gusty breezes, is
him after a 75-149.
GOIF
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Rik
Massengale also shot a five-un-
der-par 67 to move into the lead
by two shots over John Toepel
at the halfway point of the $60,-
000 Tallahassee Open.
the pole vault (13-6), Flax m the
220 22.31, Martin in the javelin
and Brewer in the three-mile
(14:23.6).
The Racers will be idle until
May 10 when they participate in
the Tom Black Classic in
Knoxville.
Bullets Use 39 By Chenier To
End Playoff Series With Braves
By LARRY SIDDONS
Associated Press Writer
LANDOVER, Md. I AP) - It
has been said that the last 10
minutes are the only ones that
really count in a pro basketball
game. The Washington Bullets
don't see it that way.
The Bullets came out roaring
Friday night,' ripping off fast
breaks and forcing Buffalo out
of its normal patterns as they
beat the Braves 115-96 to clinch
their National Basketball Asso-
ciation Eastern Conference
semifinal series, 4-3
Playoff series to determine
the two conference champions
begin Sunday, with Washington
at /Etoston in the Eastern Con-
ference and Chicago at Golden
State in the Western Confer-
ence.
Washington grabbed a 4-3 ad-
vantage with 9:39 left to play in
the opening period and never
relinquished the lead while hit-
ting half its shots and taking
away Buffalo's torrid running
attack.
"They came out the way we
should have come out," said
Braves Coach Jack Ramsay.
"They established the tempo
with those early fast breaks
and played very aggressively."
Make
a clean sweep
with a John Deere
Make fast work of cleaning up leaves and,
grass clippings from your lawn, driveway,
-antt_walkS With &John Qeere Lawn Sweeper.
Tow it behind your riding mower or lawn
anclgarden tractor to sWeep up debris with-
Out leaving the driver's seat.
Choose from three models with sweeping
widths of 26.31, or 38 inches, and with
hampers of 10-, 14-, or 19-bushel capacity.
Get heavy-duty hampers of laminated,
reinforced plastiC. They provide long wear
and non-stick cleanout.
Keep-your yard looking neat the easy





Coach K.C. Jones of Washing-
ton said the Bullets' game plan
was to open up their offense
and take control as soon as pos-
sible.
"We decided we were going
to run a little bit," Jones said.
"In Thursday's practice we
worked on basic plays and said,
'That's the way we're going to
do it."'
The Bullets' offense, which
stalled in a sixth-game loss in
Buffalo on Wednesday night,-
got a boost from Phil Chenier
and Mike Riordan, who had
come in below par in the pre-
vious games.
Chenier, whose shooting had
run hot and cold before, sud-
denly found the range. He con-
nected for a career-high 39
points on layups and long-range
jumpers.
Meanwhile, Riordan, who had
scored a total of only 38 points
in the first six playoff games,
was moving through the Buf-
falo defense and getting open
for baseline drives and jump
shots from the corner. He
scored 18 points and grabbed 11
rebounds.
Wes Unseld grabbed 12
rebounds and Elvin Hayes
added nine for the Bullets, who
beat Buffalo off the boards, 53-
44. The Braves were unable to
trigger their fast break and
rarely got more than one shot
on a series. They shot 43.6 per
cent from the floor.
Hayes and Kevin Porter each
finished with 24 points. Unseld
had just two points but blocked
five _13uff_alo shots and forced
several key turnovers with in-
timidating defense.
Bob McAdoo, the NBA's lead-
ing scorer and Most Valuable
Player during the regular sea-
son, had 36 points and 11
rebounds while Randy Smith
added 17 points and Jim
McMillian 12.
Washington successfully dealt
with Buffalo's run-and-gun at-
tack Friday night, and Jones'
felt his team will have to do the
same if it's to beat Boston,
owner of what most observers
believe to be the best fast
break in basketball.
"Well have to control the
break - that's the key to beat-
ing the Celtics," said Jones,
who starred for Boston in the
late '50s and early '60s. • *
TENNIS
HOUSTON - Ken Rosewall
apsettop-seetitd JOYP Alexan-
der, 6-1, 7-5, to gain the semi-




was gracious in defeat in the
American Basketball Associ-
ation semifinal series.
In Denver, a smiling Larry
Brown basked in the glow of
his team's 126-109 victory over
Indiana here Friday night and
said, "Now it's a three-game
series."
In St. Louis, Kentucky Coach
Hubie Brown praised the per-
formance of the Spirits of St.
Louis, who fashioned a 103-97
victory over his Colonels.
Larry Brown, the ABA coach
of the. year in his first season
at Denver, was breathing eas-
ier after the victory tied the
best-of-seven Western Division
playoff series at 2-2 and ended
the Nuggets' losing string at
two games.
"We must be ready to play
Sunday ( in game No. 5 at Den-
ver)," the youthful Brown said,
-because the Pacers could pop
right back and beat us the way
we beat them tonight."
Hubie Brown directed his
comments mainly at Spirits'
floor leader Freddie Lewis, who
despite his meager size of 6




Local plans are now underway for the Great Lakes
Regional American Legion Baseball Tournament which will
be held in Murray August 20 through August 25th.
George Roulon, the national director of American Legion
baseball, was in Murray earlier this week and explained the
format of the tourney.
Three games will be played on Wednesday, three on
Thursday and three on Friday of that week.
Two games will be played on Saturday and two games, if
the second one is necessary, will be played on Sunday to
decide the championship.
State champions from Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, In-
diana and Kentucky will be entered in the tourney along with
the local American Legion team which will receive an
automatic bid.
On Wednesday, August 20th, all three games will be played
at Holland Stadiuro....There will be a 1:30 p. m. contest and a
twi-night double-header beginning at 5:34 p. m.
Thursday will find a 1:30 p. m, game at Murray State's
Reagan Field and another twi-night doubleheader starting at
5:30 at Holland Stadium. Friday's schedule is the same as
Thursday's.
. Reagan le a single contest w play at 8p. m. at
-Free/dia./1 reler"Vaa'41.'keY•""'"-15"o'f'f8 Mon:the:floor: ''''- -̀712'..44A6'"-Hoititittd -StEdittm. • '
insisted Brown, whose team
maintains a 2-1 lead in the best-
of-seven ABA semifinal series.
"But he not only got
them 30-some points, he also
got them a ton of rebounds and
played a heck of an all-around
game," Brown said.
Indiana Coach Bobby Leon-
ard kept the dressing room
door firmly closed after his
young squad blew a three-point
halftime lead and Denver
turned the game into a laugher
with a 33-20 third-period edge.
Second-year player Mike
Green, hobbled by a knee in-
jury, and unsung veteran Byron
Beck were the big guns in the
Nugget victory.
Green, who was a doubtful
starter, came up with 10 of 13
from the floor and 20 points in
the first half and wound up
with 32 points for the night.
Beck hit only six points in the
first half but finished with 23,
including 11 in the decisive
third period.
The Pacers were led by Dar-
nell Hillman, who sparked a
first-half rally that brought In-
diana back from a 13-point deli-
'th
Indiana superstar George
McGinnis added 25 points, a
team-high 10 rebounds and
eight assists.
In looking ahead, Hubie
Brown said he could forsee an-
other fierce struggle for the
fourth game at St. Louis Sun-
day night.
"I think that a lot of guys
were in on what happened to us
tonight," acknowledged the
Colonels' coach , who also cited
Marvin Barnes' 27 points and
Maurice Lucas' game-leading
20 rebounds.
-I'd say those two had quite
a night," he added, "but we
were disappointed in our failure
to use our offense when we
were within eight feet. We
counted the shots one time, and
we must have missed 10."
Pleasing to Brown was a
Colonels comeback after the
Spirits, bolstered by Barnes' 14
points in the opening quarter,
later shot ahead by 41-28.
But disheartening to the
coach were his team's failures
after Dan Issel, who totaled 31
points, helped provide Ken-
tucky with a 64-61 lead. \..
Sunday will find the first game at 2 p. m. at Holland
Stadium and the second game, if necessary, will be played at
8 p. m. at the same site.
The winner of the tourney in Murray along with seven other
Regional Tournament winnersvill advance to the American
Legion World Series in Rapid City, South Dakota.
The seven other sites around the country include Quincy,
Mass, Colonial Heights, Va., Anderson S. C. , Greenville,




















Get to know us; youll like us.  
By LEE STEWART
The Murray High golf team
placed sixth in a field of le
teams Friday afternoon in the
Marshall County Invitational
The tournament was held
over the waterlogged 6,565
yard, par-72 Calvert City golf
course.
Paducah Tilghman captured
first place as they fired a 310.
The Blue Tornado was led bt-
Tim Lambert who won in-
dividual honors as he carjed a
38-34 for a 72. Other scores for
Tilghman were Brooks Watson
75, Chip Sloan 78 and Eddie Hely
85.
Mayfield places second wi!),
317. Scores for the Cardinal,
were SoiiiiT -Gibson 76—Jon
Stanley 78, Jeff Boyd 79 an)
Robert Creason 84.
Sophomore Gary Sullivan 4,1
Murray with a 40-36 for a 76.
Sullivan hit 13 greens and had
one birdie on the eleventh as
made a three-foot putt.
Sullivan was in the playoff for
third place with four other
golfers. Unfortunately, he
bogeyed the first playoff hole as
he hit over the green, then
narrowly missed a 30-foot putt
for a par.
Other scores for the Tigers
were Howard Boone 42-39-81,
Tim Philpot 41-44--85 and tee
Stewart 43-44-87.
The tournament is usually
called thrWKC but this year,
host Marshall County invited
teams that were not in the WKC,
thus the tourney was
Marshall County Invitational.
- The isigerxwill play-their 'next
match at Princeton with Lone





A1 heat pump in your home can give you both
You can have a comfort-
able climate all year round:
air conditiD_ning_  in the
summer and clean, even
heat in the winter.
And you'll be using a lot:
less energy. Recause an
electric heat pump is the
most efficient heating device
on the market. It produces
two units of heat for each
unit of electricity.
Over the years a heat
pump will pay for itself with
the dollars you won't be
spending on heat bills.
Call us. We'll tell you all
you need to know about
buying a heat pump and
getting it installed.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corpoiation
John Edd Walkbr, Mgr. Murray-Mayfield
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Children love this make-be-
lieve gas-powered rotary
3
lawn mower. Sounds reaoli






























Great savings now on
100% cotton Curity
training pants with 4





An assortment of 15-inch embroidered or fur




An assortment of top quality
-Sneakers with the most wanted
features! Cushioned inner-
soles and non-slip treads.
Sizes 5-12 in assorted coin,,.
87CReg. 99C
Crunchy, delicious pea-






Spruce up your room
with an 8Y2' x 111/2' room








Contains all the neces-
sary items to stop leaky
toilets. Simple ABC in-
structions.
Cool Weather And Lolich Are
Bad News For Tiant And Bosox
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Baseball is a summer game,
which is unfortunate for Mickey
Lolich. And the game can take
some strange turns, which
proved unfortunate for Luis
Tiant.
The temperature in Detroit at
gametime was 43 degrees,
working weather for Lolich, the
Tigers left-hander who surren-
dered four hits and raised his
record to 3-0 with a 1-0 victory
over Tiant and the Red Sox
Friday night.
Tiant was pitching perfect
I-
baseball-for Boston and Lolich
was just a couple of pitches be-
hind. Tiant had retired the first
14 Tiger batters when rookie
with two out in the fifth. .
It was a classic confrontation
between a crafty veteran and a
raw rookie. But this time Tiant
was too cagy for his own good.
He served up a change-up,
which Meyer slammed into the
right-field stands for what
proved to be the only run in the
Tigers' triumph.
"It was my fault," said
Tiant, who finished with a two-
hitter. "I tried to fool him ... I
can't do much about it. That's
the way the game goes. Some-
times you pitch great and lose






vent hood and tube with
self-closing flap that
prevents back draft,
plus 8' flexible hose and





A handy household accessory
at a super price'








Cleans and shines lust
about everything!
I Air Shopping (enter 7.534177
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Ri • Ms Reserved Acres of Free Parking  
and win."
In the winner's locker room,
Lolich was unwinding from his
third victory of the season.
Skeptics, after watching Lolich
Park League To
Hold Registration
get battered in spring training,
said his third victory wouldn't
come until June.
"This may sound funny but
we had too good weather in
spring :raining," Lolich said.
"The last two weeks of the
spring season I was dead tired,
out of gas.
"I always liked cold weather.
I've always pitched well in cold
weather. Now I've got it."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Chicago White Sox
:ripped the Kansas City Royals
5-2 and :he California Angels
dumped the Oakland A's 2-0.
The Milwaukee Brewers-New
York Yankees and -he Cleve-
land Indians-Baltimore Orioles
games were rained out.
White Sox 5, Royals 2
Friday night, veteran hurler
Claude Osteen posted his first
triumph since moving back 'Li
the Al. from :he National
League Dodgers this spring.
helped by 22-3 innings of relief
work from Rich Gossage.
Offensively, the 36-)ear-old
pitcher, absent from :he .AI. f r
10 yars at Los Anglels and
Huusion, was aided by Carliis
May, who slashed two singles









In regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
"'' PATOIS Zrldtar • yntingsters-lug
Yet -451reit' 'mark- the --111K-Or,
following dates on your
calendar: April 28, 29 and 30.
Those are the days when
registration will be held for the
Park League baseball program.
Registration will be held at
the pavillion by the Little
League diamond and will begin
at 5:10 p.m. each night and run
until 7 p.m.
Persons wishing to play Park
League baseball must be eight-
years old by July 31 and not
have reached their 10th bir-
lethadaguye,by August 1.
Coaches are also needed for a
few teams in the ejght-team
P••=-3,-=•••=0-=.4.os.es.c.0.0.(zigi,c
Standings




Chicago 10 4 .714
New York 7 6 538
Pittsburgh 6 6 .500
Philphia 6 8 .429
St. Louis 6 8 .429
Montreal 5 8 ,385
west
San Diego 10 5 .667
Los Angeles 10 8 .556 11/2
S. Francisco 9 8 .529 2
Atlanta 9 9 .500 2'/7
Cincinnati 9 10 .474 3
Houston .6 13 .316 6
Friday's Results
Chicago 4, St. Louis 3
New York 5, Montreal 3
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 2
Houston 6, Cincinnati
San Diego 5, Atlanta 3




at Pittsburgh (Rooker 1 0)
St. Louis (Denny 2 11 at Chi
cago (Bonham 1-11
New York (Tate 1-01 at Mon
'real (Blair 0-2)
Los Angeles (Rau 1-1) at San
Francisco (D'Acquisto 1-11
Cincinnati (Norman 0-1) at
Houston 4-Griffin 0-3), (n)
Atlanta (Morton 4-0) at San
Diego (Jones To), fro
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
St Louis at Chicago
Cincinnati at Houston
New York at Montreal
Atlanta a' San Diego, 1
Los Angeles at San Francisco
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee 7 5583
67 65 54538 ' 2
DBOSaeittriomni tore
5 5 500 1





11 6 .647OKanksal nsd
City 9 6 .600 1
8 7 .533 1California
Chicago 6 9 .400 4
Minnesota 6 9 400 4
Texas
6 9 g* 4Friday's R esulis 
Milwaukee at New York
PPdCh'icraagion 5, Kansas City 1
Cleveland at Baltimore, ppd
rain
Detroit 1, Boston 0
California 1, Oakland 0
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee (Broberg 2.2 - at
New Yorl? (Dobson 1-2
Texas (Hands 02) at Min-
nesota (Albury 201
Chicago Bahnsen 02) at
Kansas City (Briles 1-01
Boston (Lee 1 21 at Detroit
.Ruhle 1 1) •
Cleveland (Bosman 0-0 and
(t.pne)rry 22).. at *Baltimore
iGrimsley 00 and Torrez 1 1),
C,a7litor".trnia..1*I'61"""Itiahilna .
Sunders Games
Milwaukee at New York, 2
Texas at Minnesota, 1
Cleveland at Baltimore
Boston at Detroit







L J & B Music
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
7 thanks to our many
friends and relatives for
the many expressions of
kindness and sympathy
extended to us during the
illness and death of our
brother and uncle,
Jimmie Manning.
A special thanks to the
donors of fliod and•
. • Marquo241N-
Alums,. ReakaFM....
Taylor, Rev. Jerry Lee,
and Bro. Joe and Kay
Doran for the beautiful
songs, and the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
May God's richest
blessings be upon each of
you.








NEED A sponsor to donate







CIL) CHARM BEAUTY Shop.
Call for appointment. 755-
0)3582.
111110 HELP IS in reach. Dial
a) NEED 7 5 3 - 6 3 3 3 ,
NEEDLINE.
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-





Lim buy or sell Watkins
Products. Call Mr.
Hawkins, 753-6988.




D) SECOND SHIFT deskclerk. Apply in person at
Regal 8 Inn, South 12th
Street.
COUNTRY ROCK BAND
- forming new group..
Need lead guitar, bass
player, drummer;..
electric piano, vocalists,
dancers Prefer 16 years




housecleaning one day a











ability and HIGH CON-
SCIOUS LEVEL. If you
want to step out and be a
take-charge person, WE









PERSON - step out-into
the boss' shoes and
DOUBLE YOUR IN-
COME, POTENTIAL
All replies are held in
strictest confidence




my home from 10 a. m. to
5 p. m. Some light
housework. 753-2438.
ASSISTANT MANAGER -












stations, to sell radio
advertising in Murray
and Mayfield. Required is






expenses. You'll work for
one of Kentucky's most
professional broadcast
organizations, which







Male or female cook.
Night shift, full time.
Experience preferre-















2654 between 10 a.m. -5 p.
m.
FULL TIME housekeeping
porter, day shift. Apply at
•Personnel Office,
Murray-Calloway County
Ledger & Times Box 32-. NEEDED SOMEONE to
R. All replies will be an- sell Watkins Products.
swered. Call 753-5550.




PENTER would like to do
your work. Rough or trim
work. No job too large or
small. Will also do ex-
terior painting. For best
prices and fastest service
in area call 753-7723.
10. Business Opportunity






envelope and 25 cents to:




to $2,000. Health, no
problem. Golan C. Hays.
753-1976.







.13. For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE 12 roon.
house 8 down and 4 room
apartment upstairs). Lot
68 x 340 for trailer. Call
753-6426.
14. Want To Buy
HIGHEST PRICES paid













silver, or copper. Buy or
sell'. - Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED ten speed
bicycle. Call 489-2118.
15. Articles For Sale
MOUNTED EIGHT point
buck deer head, $50. 489-
2189.
LIKE NEW, four formals,
size 9. 489-2324. Call early
every morning or after 5
p. m.
IF CARPETS look dull and
drear, remove spots as
they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
'-s17111/11160err - • 'Mg it,.
Belaire Shopping Center. 753-8566.
18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z




JOHN DEERE two row
planter, excellent con-
dition. $450. 753-1594 after
6 p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
METAL FRAME bed with
mattress and box springs.
753-2577.
MODERN GREEN couch





































vraW 2.6) TWO ELECTRIC stoves -






Electric range, $50. Gas
range, $40. 489-2425.
FOUR EARLY American













••;.- 1)" =14 Linde
21 Old name for 33 More refined
-pito, I 26 Po=e)45 •I'ci Imitated 41 Nat.ve metal14























2 God of love
3 Soarnsn to,
Distr. by Lewd estunt Syslieses we_ 4/-24
EAUMAt.I.Yit.4_2103.11,
disc, and cultivator. Call







THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
14 H. P. JOHN DEERE
garden and lawn mower.
all power, automatic
drive, like new. 753-7569.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314-
785-0700.
1949 FORD TRACTOR,
plow, disc, and cultivator,
in good shape. Also 29,006
BTU air-conditioner, just
been used one week,
Frigidaire. 753-3479.
20 Sports Equipment
14 Ft. CHEROKEE V
bottom fishing boat, with
18 H. P. Evinrude motor
and trailer. $550 753-8368
after 4 p. m.
1971 40' Kingscraft
houseboat, twin 225
Chrysler V drives 6.5
generator. Fly bridge,
fully equipped, ready to
go. Boat located Barkley
State Park Marina. Will
be aboard Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday to
show. Boat house 3. R.
Newsome, 812-372-7360.
ELAT Barrow boat
and 20 H. P. Mercury
motor. Extra good con-
dition. 753-1439.
1973 QUACHATA bass
boat. 1972 60 H. P.
Johnson. Foot control
trolling motor. Lorance
depth finder, many other
extras. Excellent con-
dition. $2200. Also 1975
Challenger high per-
formance bass boat,
custom big wheel trailer,
1224 volt trolling motor,
depth finder, other ex-
tras. Complete with or
without 1974 70 H. P.
Johnson motor. $2900
without or $4,000 with.
Also one year old 8 x 10
tent, $40. Call 753-6809.
ADVERT/SE WHERE /1' PAYS .
/1' PAYS 70 ADVERT/SE...  
24. Miscellaneous
WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon 069.88.40
gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
Table top double element











GARDEN SEED for sale at
Murray Ford Tractor,
Hwy. 94 East.
SPECIAL!! Barb wire -
$29.95 roll. Murray
Supply, Main Street, 753-
3361.
1972 HONDA motorcycle.
Ford 5 H. P. riding
mower. House trailer
axles and tires. 436-2334





753-9709. 1974 GLASSTRON GT 160
with 115 Evinrude, and
trailer. Complete outfit
like new. $2900. 436-2211 or
after 5:30 753-0224.













































'THERE'S tsiOT ONE CASE
,N ALL mEOICAL HisToRv
04;1 A ORA6of4fix 5E4)Ei)
5omE0t4E5 LIPS SOME COoLCAr T




























AH CANT STAN/ THEN
tAORE'N A FE' iN l eer TER
MINUTES OR 60 BACK
TO wHAFI.





model 28, .357 $135. Call
75341964.
PRIVATE SAILING
lessons and charter by
Coast Guard licensed
skipper, 9 to 1 weekdays,
all day Saturday and
Sunday. For ap-
pointment, call 436-2174.
TED WILLIAMS, 71/2 H. P.
outboard motor and tank.
Motor burned less than





for sale Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE - Complete
darkroom set-up for
35rnm, 120 film. Omega B-
22 enlarger, all ac-
cessories. Call 753-6740.
IEN SPEED Sears Free
Spirit, Royal typewriter,
Gibson non-electric J45
guitar. Best offer. Phone
753-0252.
INSULATION BLOWN in








black and white TV and
stand, $50. Phone 489-2189.
19" RCA color TV, portable
with stand, used very







27. Mobile Home Sales
24 x 60 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. Lot ap-
proximately 195 x 180.
Three bedrooms, two full
baths, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, central




1971 12 x 55 mobile home
with two air-conditioners,
call 753-3115.
LIKE NEW 12 x 60. Used
only 30 days. Central heat
-and air, water rialeetcieity-
and sewer system hooked
up. 100' x 198' lot, near
Kentucky Lake, included.
Furnished, on concrete
slab, skirted and has new
redwood porch. Owner
will sell all of the above
for only $9900 with small
down payment. Phone
436-5320 or 436-2473.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes highway 94).
28. Heating 8 Cooling








FENCE SALE, Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
10' MEAT CASE, 8' fish






Swing and stroller, like





pong table and all ac-
cessories $fii Call days
only 753-2388
INA FORD pickup truck 10
pieces s% X 4' x 8' pressed
board. Swivel rocking
chair, two cigarette
tables, old antique trunk,









MURRAY NO. WATER DISTRICT
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
Murray No. 1 Water District, Calloway County, Ken-
tucky, acting through Its Commission as its lawful gover-
ning body, hereby gives public notice that said Murray No.
1 Water District has filed before the Public Service Com-
mission of Kentucky (PSC), its Application for the relief
hereinafter described and set forth; that the PSC has
assigned to said Application its Case No. 6243; and that by
Order of the PSC a Public Hearing with respect to all issues
presented by said Application of Murray No. 1 Water
District, has been set for:
The 13th day of May, 1975,
At the hour of 9:00 a. m., Est.
In the Hearing Office of the PSC on the 24th Floor of the
Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky, at which time and
place all parties having an interest in the presented issues
will be at liberty to appear and be heard, in person or by
legal counsel.
By its Application to the PSC in the aforesaid CaSP No.
6243, Murray No. 1 Water District has applied for (a)
issuance to it of a certificate of public convenience and
necessity, authorizing construction of facilities to provide
water service in an area recently annexed to said Water
District by an Order of Calloway County Court entered on
March 18, 1974, (b) approval by the PSC of the proposed
issuance by said Water District of its $90,000 "Waterworks
System revenue Bonds, Series of 1974," in order to provide
(to the extent the costs are not provided from other sour-
ces) the costs of such extensions and improvements, and
(c) approval and authorization of the promulgation by said
Water District of a schedule of increased rates and charges
for water service, as hereinafter set forth.
In its aforesaid PSC Application the District has
represented to the PSC (and at the Public Hearing will in-
troduce proper evidence), that the requested schedule of in-
creased rates and charges for water service, as hereinafter
set forth, are not, in any manner or to any degree, made
necessary by the cost of extending water service to new
customers in the newly annexed area; but are made
necessary by two completely independent factors: First, a
very substantial increase in the District's cost of water
which is purchased from the City of Murray, Kentucky, un-
der contract; and Second, substantial increases in every
other operating cost, occasioned by the inflation which
prevails throughout the economy, generally.
Thus, THE DISTRICT IS NOT ASKING THAT ITS
EXISTING CUSTOMERS BE CHARGED HIGHER
RATES FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBSIDIZING EX-
TENSION OF SERVICE TO NEW CUSTOMERS; BUT IS
ASKING FOR AUTHORITY TO INCREASE RATES BY
REASON OF FACTORS WHICH MAKE SUCH IN-
, CREASES NECESSARY, WHETFIER SERVICE TO NEW
CUSTOMERS IS EXTENDED, OR NOT.
MGM' DAY kitchen clock.
beautiful chimes, perfect.
condition. 753-7941
EXISTING MONTHLY RATES FOR WATER SERVICE
First 2,000 gallons or less $3.50 (minimum bill )
Next 5,000 gallons $1.40 per 1,000 gallons
Next 5,000 gallons  . $1.10 per 1,000 gallons
Next 10,000 gallons  .80 per 1,000 gallons
Next 30,000 gallons 60 per 1,000 gallons
Next 50,000 gallons 40 per 1,000 gallon.s
PROPOSED NEW MONTHLY RATE SCHEDULE
consumption Charge
First 2,000 gallons or less $4.50
(Minimum Bill)
Next 3,900 Gallons $1.60-M
Next 5,000 gallons  $1.25-M
Next 10,000 gallons 95-M
Next 30,000 gallons  75-M
Next 50,000 gallons  65-M













It is proposed that the schedule of increased monthly
rates for pater service, as set forth above, be made ef-
fective upon the occasion of the first meter readings sub-
sequent to the entry by the PSC of its-approving order.
-1iisnoat* is given Eltittliailt to • 1CRB
prevailing PS(' Regulations.
MURRAY NO. 1 WATER DISTRICT
By Mason Thomas
Chairman
18,000 BTU Fedders air-
conditioner, brand new -
never out of box. $275.
Call 436-5678.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 150and 12x 60 mobile
homes. Both all electric.
Available May 5. Located
lit mile east of Murray in
new small mobile home
court. For families only.
Water and garbage
pickup furnished. Call
767-4055 or 753-2748 after 6
p. m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
for rent, furnished, at
Almo Heights. Call Mrs.
Pat Paschall, 753-9457.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 60,
all electric, two bedroom,
two baths, $50 deposit.
$125 per month. 753-2377.
TRAILER, TWO bedroom,
in country '4 mile off 121.
Call 489-2657.





ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
31. Want To Rent
WANTED TO RENT: three
bedroom, two bath, home
with garage. Phone
Paducah, 898-3244.



















FOR THE finest in apart-
ment living at the most
modest cost. New, one
and two bedroom apart-
,ments, _witti.4entra1 heat-
, and air, c,arpeted, )zatiltrin. . .- - T -..X,A.
stove, frost free
refrigerator, water
furnished. 1414 Vine St.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment, carpeted, air-
conditioned. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment. Available






South 16th Street, 753-
6609.
6. Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM Duplex,




300 acre row crop
farm, Saturday, May 3,
10 a. m.
Location - Highway 54 to Como, Tenn., turn
south, go 1 1,2 mile, turn right on first
blacktop, stay on this road-approximately
two miles, watch for signs. Turn east off
Hwy. 22 at Gleason, Tenn., truck stop, go
about 1/2 mile, turn right, first black top, go
one mile to dead end, turn left, go two miles
to farm. Watch for signs.
300 acres choice row crop. Possession day
of sale. To be sold in three tracts, and
then sold as one tract to highest bidder.
this is gentle rolling prime row crop land.
Located on blacktop road.
Terms: 20°0 down day of sole, balance in 30
days with deed.
For Further Information, Call:




Mickey Moore, broker, auctioneer, 901-
587-2725
Gene Ch*tion, efiliete broker, 901-
885-46.i.i or 901-932-2195.
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32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, un-
furnished, one and two
bedroom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 753-8668.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
wired for washer and
dryer. Middle aged
couple, no pets. 753-2987.
FOUR BEDROOM house
one block from MSU
campus. Available May
. 16. Families only. 753-3202
- 
FOR LEASE - Four
bedroom house, fur-
nished. One-waterfront lot
in Lakeway Shores with
boat doc. Call 1-456-2841.
FIVE ROOM house, large
lot and garden. 753-1303.
36. For Rent Or Lease
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets, Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky , Phone 753-1142.
• '1;r ' .
36. For Rent Or Lease
--FUR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after,
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
37. Livestock - Supplies
BUCKSKIN horse and
western bridle and
Saddle. Call 437-4514 after
5 p. m.
FIVE JERSEY Heifers,
__noe...tnilk cow. Some old
hand hewn logs. See Bert
Collins or call 492-8225.
38. Pets Supplies
AKC GERMAN Schnauzer
pups. Ready May 5. Loyal
pets. Good with children.
Call Mayfield, 247-8815.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies, solid white, solid








 YARD SALE - 414 North
5th Street,a/urriiiY-,PERFORMANG
m.- 4 p. m. Stroller. Baby
and children's things,









ready for service. Also b2
blbod Limousin and
Chianinia cows calving.
blood calves in April
and May. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, Kentucky.
235-5182 days or 235-5170
nights.
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC TOY POODLE Stud
Service. Fee $40.00 or








(Next to Leta's Beauty Shop)
753-9997
NOTICE
It is necessary for the Murray Water System to
flush the fire hydrants Saturday night, April 26th.
The flushing will begin about 10:00 p.m. and will be
completed during the night. If there is any
discoloration in your water when first turned on
Sunday morning, flush well before using. We are
sorry for any inconvenience, but it is required that
we do this twice a year.
Murray Water & Sewer System
YARD SALE, 25th and
26th, 8:30-4:00. 1,4 mile
north of Almo Heights on
641.
YARD SALE - Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, 9-5.
Clothes, furniture, an-
tiques, some coins, and
misc. items. Come and
browse. 908 Sycamore
Street.
GARAGE AND yard sale
- Friday and Saturday,
April 25 and 26, 9-5, at 625





shoes. Many other items.
43 Real Estate
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




third to 17 acres. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Rodgers, Associate.
Office 753-0101, home 753-
7116.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
Help Wanted
Experienced Sewing Machine Operators
(flat bed sleeving machines, feed off the arm side
seam machines, collar setters on flat bed machines,
also.single needle sewing machine operators).
Also trainees.
Air conditioned, union factory. ( Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America). Three weeks paid
vacation after one year.
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY
Poducoh Shirt Co. 1117 North SA St. Pwloadi,Ky.
Soybean Growers












Why not give her a Marble bath.






Quality That Will Please
753-571'(
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44. Lots For Sale
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home.
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets,
21/2 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
Lake access, central
water, all weather
streets_ Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473
L()'TS AVAILABLE - 2"2
acres at Kirksey, level,
great building. site, for
65.000. Nice corner lot in
Gatesborough for 64.000.
Lot, corner of Bejinont
and Melrose, for only
$3200. Lot on Williams
Street, just off Main, at
$4300. Lot on Hwy. 641
North, priced at $3500.
Many lake lots available.
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
.12th-stree Vastrt
•-•••••••
LOT - 50 x 144 at North 1st
and Chestnut. Call 753-
1979.
.... • -
• V, 0. •••.,• $.04.00
'AND -THAT 6OE5 FOR "00, ̀CUR 1.4WER,
'(OUR E3ROKER, AM) YOUR INVESTMENT
COUNSELOR."
44. Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LOT
(South two thirds lot 36)








acre lot. Across street
west MSU cafeteria. First
vacant lot north of Palace
Restaurant. 247-5518.
45. Farms For Sale
FRAME LICIUSE.andffive.
-Attires! of kind, threemBes -
west of Midway. Priced
reduced. Phone 492,8729
FOR SALE by owner - 32
acres of development
land with real potential.
,4 mile from Kentucky
Lake and Ken Lake State
Park. 600 ft. of side road
frontage. Priced at a
bargain considering
location. Call 753-8355 or
after 6 p. in.. 753-8356.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
46. Homes For Sale
NEW LISTING in West-
wood Subdivision -
brick, two bedrooms, two
baths, central_ air-
conditioning, nice carpet,
and has a built-in range
and dishwasher. Offers
country living and yet
close to Murray for
convenience. Priced at
$23,000. Call Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th
Street, 753-3597.
FOR SALE OR TRADE -
three new houses in city.
One waterfront cottage.
These houses qualify for
tax deduction and have
financing available if you
qualify. Call 753-3672.







Glassed-in sun porch. Call
753-7853.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Modern three
or four bedroom near
Cypress Springs Resort
on one level acre, good for
garden. Deep well and
carport. $15,000 436-2179.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
BY OWNER: two bedroom
house, four miles south on
641. Approximate' 3,4 acre
lot. Full size carport,
basement. White brick.
E1e tircTipp1iances.
.121,; 4atareate&-ea&V,----222*---ttliEl- 'tad  Awn Hill, 713-
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD RANCHERO.
Call 435-4360.
1972 VEGA, factory air, GT
equiped, new engine,
below wholesale. 753-8616
or 436-2107 after 5.
1965 BUICK LaSabre. Good
condition. $450. 753-0703
after 4 p. m.
I
For Sale









EL CAMINO pickup, ex-
cellent condition, with
power, air, radio. 600
Meadow lane.
1970 T Bird, electric win-
dows and seat, factory
tape, tilt wheel, air-
conditioning. Call 753-
8161.
1957 CHEVROLET, 2 door,
327 engine, call 753-3905.
1970 MAVERICK, six
cylinder, automatic. Nice
car, good condition. $1150.
Call 753-8124 or 753-9189.
51 Services Offered
CLAYTON'S PAINTING












service - clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines,
Repairing o "water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8346.
ELECTROLU/C SALES ar,
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Far-
mington.
GARDEN BREAKING,
plowing, and discing. call









12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
Furches Jewelry












Blue Point house cat, pet
for adult, declawed. Free
to good home. 753-7941.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rota-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.
198 WEL- BREAK
405 11- , 
- AND ti.St sun two d 
842-5443, Bowling Green, dition. Call 489-2595. 5737. 
-1rWdra-Speect Drive - I
Kentucky.
WANTED
Full time help in landscaping and nursery work. Ex-








HOUSE, Highway 280, at 7
mile marker. Two
bedrooms, 4ull basement,





home, one acre, on 121
West of Stella For sale or
trade 489-2246










1973 KAWASKI 350 cc, 6000
miles, good condiiton.
Call 436-5848.
For Sale By Owner
Lakefront KOMI
Ilegetlfel Psnwiregna Ora of
Ky. Lam located of mega tif
NOVI ItEmr with 16, of Ye
treaters This beam is settled
is • rorstrictod lot, alisisat 2
ogres Sig covered wita anotwre
trees For Ste New of goer
drowns i• the Comer lades
Ana.
Call 7519868-I to days
752-6145- 6 to 10 night.
PAICE IN MID 20's.
NEW BRICK home just
completed with 2400 sq ft.
of living pleasure. Home
is situated on ten acres of
good land about six miles
west of Murray. flame
offers three bedrdoms,
two baths, central heat
and air, central vacuum
system, two car garage,
441.,XelLtiraplace,.rimiebe,
draPeti. Much more, call
to see at Moffitt Realty,
206 South 12th Street, 753-
3597.
1971 HONDA SL 125.
Recently overhauled.
$325. 753-0917.
1972 HONDA 350, includes
two helmets and cover.
4900 miles. 7534855 after 5
p. rn.
1973 SUZUKI 18 185, street
and trail, excellent
condition. 3,000 miles.
$475. Call Tom at 753-9958.
1972 YAMAHA 750, low
mileage, fully equipped.
753-8175
49. Used C3,s & Trucks
1967 FORD GALAXIE 500,
power steering,
automatic, good tires. 492-
8360.





1973 FORD PINTO two-
door sedan. Radio, four-
speed, white sidewalls.
Good tires, clean car.
Excellent gas mileage.





39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
50. Campers
TRAVEL TRAILER - 17
ft. self-contained Giles,
with equalizing hitch and
sway control. 753-4574
after 6 p. m.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, Unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east















efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.
CUSTOM BUILT bars, any
size or shape with built-in
speaker system. Murray
Upholstery, 753-0405.
1974 CUTLASS SUPREME, liromMeA,Ng.aSrdeRnE, NpLAILSbing.
air conditioned, power auto, and special tools.
steering, power brakes. Opening May 1 802 North
aLecessep:ht atrIa8d,000e_ibMi7leS53.6 W965ill. _18th Street, 753-5703.
1970 CUTLASS SUPREME. 
E;r00EFERIERNwCiEliDdo 
build-up
power' brakes -anvtt-----Toafing and water
seals. automatk in floor, Will also mow lawns 753-
1T9e74rryv
05548530 beaftfe7e551)P..:. Ask for
F-,GA wagon, local 
D.C.'s ROOFING -- new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
44%
guaranteed. 437-
i one owner, factory air.
9eIL "' Call 73- GUITERD4G --SEARS all
•1171/1.1•••••••,- ...4”kbe...t.•-•:*•*4. • •-• •••• itrinfingi& • ofinyteog
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-





Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 2r 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
P'mtelej-tiri-a riew _
KERBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service. 500
Maple. 753-0359.
IT'S PANT up, fix up time.
Brighten up your home by
painting. For residential
work, interior and ex-






















Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.







repair service. Call 753-
5674
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block.



















Thursday, May 1, 1975 10:00 A. M.
After 27 years in business at the same location, Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Fly have lost their lease; and are
selling the entire contents of their famous Western
Kentucky Restaurant. List as follows: -
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
Gas steam table, 2 reach-in stainless steel
refrigerators, 2 work tables, pastry table, Toast-
master double toaster, small toaster, can opener,
Butcher Boy meat saw, Hobart dishwasher, 3
refrigerators, Chinese skillet, 2 drawer Toast-
master bread warmer, salad maker, chicken
broaster, 10-eye 2-oven gas restaurant range, 2 elec-
tric deep-fryers, Vulcan steak broiler, 6 ft. Vulcan
grill, stainless steel Hot Point electric oven, ice
maker, ice cream box with fountain accessories,
Hamilton Beach three-head shake machine, 6 gallon
twin coffee urn, 12 ft. Formica bar lice and water
station) 12 ft. formica counter, 6 counter stools.
stainless steel cabinet-skin, 2 burner Cory coffee
warmer.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Cash register, electric typewriter, Pay-Master
check writer, paper cutter, portable filing cabinet,
metal desk, hat and coat racks.
Mismanages Simpass wad Starving Eqrspotent
Dish box, fire extinguishers, serving tables, booths.
stainless steel bus carts, stainless steel trays and
creamers, fire extinguisher for range hood, 7
stainless steel salad servers, approximately 300 sets
of silverware, large number of wooden salad bowls.
80 small salad bowls, 5 silverware trays, 4 dozen
bread baskets, 4 clocks, approximately 40 dozen
glasses (assorted sizes and types), 9 glass trays, 8
plastic bus boys, kitchen cabinet, laundry cabinet.
trash cans, 5 dozen ash trays, Filter Queen vacuum
with attachments, 10 ft. cigar counter, sette with
chair, cigarette stand, 5 dozen salt and pepper
shakers, 3 dozen sugar shakers, 21 3 x 3 tables. 80
wooden semi-captain chairs, 75 slat-back wooden
chairs, 4 antique candelabra, 2 youth chairs, 2 high
chairs, folding bamboo curtain, 5 dozen butter
dishes, 3 dozen candle holders, 19000 BTU air con-
ditioner, all types of restaurant china, many more
items necessary for the operation of a large modern
restaurant.
All of the above merchandise is clean and in good
condition.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lowry Organ with section for tape player, Wurlitzer
Piano, special effect sound equipment, piano and
organ stool, AM-FM radio, Muzak mike and am-
plifier.




J. M. *own Phones
Charles ilatchett Home 442-5855
Auctioneers Business 4444865
Minerva, also survive.
Mrs. Hill was a member of the
First Baptist Church in Murray
and was a nursing student at
Murray State University. She
was born Dec. 7, 1952, in
Paducah.
Funeral services will be held
at 1:30 p. m. Sunday at the First
Baptist Church with Rev.
Richard Walker officiating. The
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
Friends may call at the
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Woman Leads Dozen Guerrillas
In Mexico City Robbery; 11 Dead
MEXICO CITY ( AP) A
dozen leftist guerrillas led by a
"dark and pretty" woman ma-
chine-gunned at least 11 per-
sons to death in a bank holdup
that got them $12,000, police
and witnesses said.
Eight policemen were shot to
death Friday during a wild
chase by 36 police cars and two
helicopters across the city. Two
Rev. Jerrell White
To Be Speaker At
Memorial Church
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday. April 27
with Guy Cunningham serving at police cars.
tas-tleartrf or T?" "They' "came in with guns
blazing ell over the place,"
said the deputy bank inagager,
Maria de Los Angeles Perez.
"There were about 50 gunshots.
I threw myself to the floor and
everyone else did the same
thing. I was really scared and
thought I was going to get shot.
There was a lot of blood
around. I saw the body of a po-
liceman on the ground shot in
the head. It was all very fast.
suspects were captured, one of It must have happened. _
them wounded. than five minutes."
Police said the others killed
included two passersby and a
bank teller. Two others were
wounded.
Police Chief Daniel Gutierrez
Santos told reporters the two
captives said they were mem-
bers of the Red Brigade of the
23rd of September Communist
League, a guerrilla band advo-
cating violent revolution.
The young bandits - eight
men and four women - at-
tacked the Banco de Comercio
branch shortly after it opened
for business.
Witnesses said some of the
robbers fired machine guns and
pistols as they ran inside, while
others remained outside firing
"The Wrath of God" will be
the subject for the morning
sermon with scripture from Col.
3:6 and Romans 5:9. The
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Rev. Ron Hampton, will sing
"God's Final Call." The
organist is Mrs. Tommy Wilkins
and the pianist is Miss Dianne
Wilkins. •
At 6:30 p.m. the services will
be led by the College Choir
which will be song and
testimony. Rev. White will
speak on the subject, "Let the
Redeemed Say So" with
scripture from Psalms 1072.
Richard Newcom will be the
speaker at the seven p.m.
service on Wednesday.
Regular Services





The bandits demanded money
from a teller and then shot him
in the stomach, fatally wound-
ing him.
"A woman appeared to be
the chief," said Rodolfo Marti-
nez, another bank officer. "She
was dark and pretty with a
very strong voice." Other wit-
nesses said she was the one
who emptied the cash drawers.
Outside the bank a witness
said some of the bandits "stuck
their guns in the windows of a
patrol car and fired a lot of
shots at the policemen inside."
The police account said the
bandits used three getaway
cars including a commandeered
taxi, and blazed away with
Istars,-hitttng'
licemen and pedestrians.
Mrs. Hill . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
to Murray from a field visit to
medical centers in Louisville.
A DWI warrant has been
issued against Marshall in Lyon
County. William R. Young,
county attorney there, told the
Murray Ledger di Times late
last night that he expected
manslaughter warrants to be
issued against Marshall today.
Mrs. Hill is also survived by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert I Jack) Wagar, 804
Minerva, and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bar-
nreuther, Paducah; Mr. and
BOWLING GREEN Ky. Mrs. Russell Wolfe, Paducah;, 
and Merle Frank Wagar,(AP) - John Dean, for the
price of $3,000 to be Paid from 
Benton. She is also survived by Students from Callowaya great-grandparent, Mrs.
 Iwo  sisters.„_ rs Bande  
Team judged the contest. These
High 
ScIhy. """Ncirris-,-Detra'Tffilfr rraffily- ing"rvDennillise' SMYmsaoorniae,
student fees, will speak on the_ marip _frank_ wegapy_Betiton,,_ County
Church; Christ—. -tarn pdr bricresfertf Ken
SPea_ ,. _r?,- Tbese_. PPoilk.4-_--W._-.1idemorial., an; --- • - - • •_ _ .... 77akiliiiia:ltt _, .._ ents --were- -u _ - the
minabers or members of the Weed Plant Identification. Regular services- - will be field ,Dean's visit to the Wester's ..."` 7-'3.',)
and Miss Jane Wagar, 801.-- -I'' 
swpernalbn of Lerry England,
Speak-Up Program.4.-al the Seventh and Poplar (Individual): Curtis Brown,
Church of Christ on Sunday, Caldwell County, and Barry
April 27, with Bro. John Dale as Moss, Ballard Memorial, tied
the speaker. for first place with 390 points;
"Lord, I'm Coming Home" Ken Story, Marshall County,
will be the subject of the 10:40 350; Tim Nanny, Lowes, 330;
a.m. services with the scripture and Sam Englert, Fancy Farm,
from Luke 15:18-24 lobe read by
Paul Kelly. Prayers will be led
by Ned Mathis and A. D.
Wallace.
The six p.m. topic will be
."That They May Be One" with
the scripture from John 17:20-21
to be read by Kevin McManus.
Jack Ward and Greg Garland
will led in prayers.
Jerry Bolls will lead the song
service and Johnny Bohannon
will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Ted Howard and
Wilson Hughes.
Newell Hopkins, Wayne
Hopkins, Steve Herndon, and





Master Brian Murdock, four
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Murdock, Rob Mason
Road, Murray, was injured in
an accident on the Murdock
farm, south of Lynn Grove, on
Wednesday afternoon.
The little boy suffered two
breaks in his left leg and also
Severe muscle damage to the
leg when he accidentally fell
against some equipment.
His father, grandfather, Billy
Murdock, and uncle, Ray
Murdock, rushed him to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he was given
emergency treatment and then
transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, where he is
now in Room 355.
Master Murdock underwent
surgery on the leg at the
hospital. He will be in traction
fur four weeks and then the leg
will have to be set.
campus is being kept under a
tight cloak of secrecy and his
time of arrival, time of depar-
ture and accomodations aren't
even being discussed.
It is believed Dean will ar-
rive in Nashville, journey to
Bowling Green for the speech,
then "spend the night in the
area—but not in Bowling
Green" according to a spokes-
woman for his tour.
Sheila Conway, the spokes-
woman, said there will be no
news conference with Dean and
no individual interviews with
newsmen. She said no filming
or taping of Dean's speech in
its entirity would be allowed.
To insure against anyone
filming Dean's remarks from
beginning to end he'spoke to
80 million television viewers
when he testified before the
Senate Watergate committee in
19'73—Western officials have
been asked to limit the use of
television lights in E.A. Diddle
Arena.
BILL GRANSTAF, artist from
Princeton, Ky., will be in the
Personal Enrichment center at
Ordway Hall at Murray State
University until 4 p.m. on
Monday. April 28. Students
are encouraged to stop by
and talk with him and view
some of his works.
„„....0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.....„„„„„„,..„,„„,...,........„„...............,..,... ..Holiday Resbtaurant F.
= E.. .1..




Serving Ky. Lake Catfish, Bar•be-cue
a Ribs, Steaks and Chicken.
We would like to invite our
friends and new customers
out to eat with us..
tik
—Hours: 6 a. m.-9 p. m.—
E.
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak on
the subject, "Man's Mission" at
the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m. services
on Sunday, April 27. His text
will be I Corinthians 3:148.
Donald Travis will sing
-When I Survey The Wondrous
Cross" at both morning ser-
vices.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ
will sing the anthem, "Come
Thou A Saviour," at the 10:50 a.
m. services.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Senior High Youth will
meet at six p. m. for the progam
followed by supper at seven p.
m. The Youth Council will meet
at 7:15 p. m. and the Junior
High Dance will be from 8:00 to




Calloway 441 students to take part inlhe Area 4-H Rally on
May 10 at Mayfield are, left to right, first row, Mary Morris,
Trisha Clark, Celisa Curd, Tracy Beach, second row, Chuck
Harrison, Robert Crick, Steve Baker, and David Coleman. Not
pictured are,Mark Duncan and Debra Smith.
Tour-H Speak-Up Finals
Held, North Elementary
Rev. Wayne E. Todd.
Director of Library Services,
Sunday School Board, Nash-
ville, Tenn., will be the speaker
at the 10:45 a. m. and seven p.
m. services on Sunday, April 27,
at the First Baptist Church.
Jamall Badry will direct the
music on Sunday and present a
special concert of music tonight
Saturday) at the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. Dr. Thomas Hogancamp
will serve as deacon of the
week.
At the Wednesday services
the Campbellsville College
Choir, directed by Dr. JOE'
Tarry, formerly of Murray, will
present a sacred ,concert.
Volunteer nursery workers on
Sunday morning will be Mrs
James Rogers, Raymond Clark,
Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs. Fred
ra: Phillips, Mrs. Carrot Harrison,
,= Mrs. gryjs Henditicks, Mrs
Over two hundred and fifty
students, parents, and guests
were present for the first 4-H
sponsored Speak-Up Finals held
at North Elementary School
Tuesday evening. StUtients
from North, East, and Murray
Middle Schools took part in the
talk meet.
CCHS speech teacher. The
students competed in ther
respective grade levels and
individual classrooms.
Overall winners in the
competition were as follows:
Tracy Beach, Mark Duncan -
4th grade; Robert Crick and
Trisha Clark - 5th grade;
Celissa Curd and Steve Baker -
6th Grade; Chuck Harrison and
Mary Morris - 7th grade; David
Coleman and Debbie Smith - 8th
grade.
Other classroom winners
from North were Mark Roberts,
Marsha Turner, Lonna Fun,
Sheila Rutland, Gina Bynum,
Kim Willie, Tommy Thornton,
Roger Garland, Tammie
Crouse, Jane Greer, Nancy
Story, Kathy Black and Danny
Spears. Other classroom
winners at East included
Sharon Snyder, Mike Jackson,
Debbie Stubblefield, Allen Hill,
Candy Maddox, Freddie Vin-
cent, Jamie Barnett, Gary
Emerson, Leslie Herndon, Gary
Kirks, Micky Overby, Patty
Robinson and Brenda Miller.
All these classroom winners
-40 ,-1..-Zereat MareiroXirt Ate/fat.
Spiliotis, Miss Mitzi Cathey.
F- Miss Beth Taylor, and Mr. and
Y1iiiiiiiiiiiiiimmuniiiiii1ittimitimiNIMINNIN11111111111111N11111111MBEMONMementit-R Mrs Robert K°e11'
Homemakers Plan
Work Day Monday
A work day will be held
Monday. April 28, for the
Homemakers who bought the
$4.00 Hong Kong Stools. At this
time, the Homemakers will
Hong Kong the stools.
The work day will be held at
the Municipal Housing Center
ontllis Drive at 9:30 a. m. The
building will be open at 9:00 a.
m. if anyone would like to come
early and get started.
All those attending need to
bring a hammer, a screwdriver,
a towel and a yardstick, a club
spokesman said.
were presented trophies from
the 4-H Council and plaques
were presented to the overall
winners.
The following will represent
Calloway County at the Area 4-
H Rally to be held May 10th at
Mayfield: Tracy Beach, Mark
Duncan, Trisha Clark, Robert
Crick, Sharon Snyder, Freddie
Vincent, Chuck Harrison, Mary
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
"Free With Responsibility"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. David C. Roos at the
10:45 a. m. services on Sunday,
April 26, at the First Christian
Church.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
William Porter, will sing the
anthem, "Psalm 91" by
McAfee.
Mike Holton will be the
worship leader with Amy Roos
and Rita Egnor as candle
lighters. Mrs. Ron Cella will be
the worship story hour leader.
Elders serving will be Rev.
William Porter and Eugene
Scott. Bailey Gore De, Ran 7:30p. m. in the band room of
Cella, Glenn Card, Davy the school.
Hopkins, Oren Hull, Leon
Smith, and Voris Wells will
serve as deacons.
Greeters will be Thomas
Redden, Dr. A. H. Titsworth,
and Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall.
The Bible study hour will be
held Tuesday, April 29, at 7:30
p. m. at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Del Fleming, 1005




decided after 10 hours of debate
today that President Tran Van
Huong will have to decide for
himself whether to resign to al-
low formation of a government
acceptable to the Communist
side for peace negotiations.
A compromise resolution was
passed after negotiations over
Huong's proposal to either ap-
point neutralist Gen. Duong
Van "Big" Mirth to the presi-
dency or for the assembly to
give him full powers to appoint
a "government of negotiation.-
Avoiding a decision, the as-
sembly approved a two-point
resolution that gave full sup-
port-tothe presittanMpeace-et-
forts.al4at tbe same, time said
he. odd
a man to replace him" in
achieving peace.
- - •
SAIGON (AP) - The South As the assembly debated, the able to them.
So lose to Mirth said ifmilitary command reported
shelling attacks south and west
of the capital but no major
fighting.
The Viet Cong delegation at
its weekly news conference re-
fused to say whether they
would enter into peace talks
with Minh, but the retired gen-
eral is believed to be accept-
urces c
he became president he would
call for an immediate cease-
fire and appoint a "pabinet of
reconciliation."
In Washington, U.S officials
said a cease-fire in Vietnam
and the start of peace negotia-
tions could come early next
week.
Carroll Reports Spending
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll has report-
ed contributions of $572,647 and
eirpenditures of $369,109 so far
. hie. bid for--the Democratic"
gubernatorial nomination in the
Mao 27. primary.
Carroll and some of the other
candidates in the primary filed
FFA . . . (Continued from Page 1)
Danny Young, Cuba, 316;
Kenneth Jones, Farmington,
296; Thomas Murdock,




County, tied for fourth place
with 280 points.
Dark Air Cured Tobacco
trading (Team): Calloway,
860; Lyon County, 800; Cuba,
740; Farmington, 720, and
Caldwell county, 656.
Seed Judging, ( Individual):
Hal Jones, Hickman County,
370; J. Altridge, Lyon County,
350; Mary Ann Riley, Far-
mington, 345; Chuck Sum-
290.
Westgate Drive.
The District 16 Board meeting
will be held at Clinton on
Thursday, May 1.
No youth meetings will be
held Sunday due to the state
youth retreat.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 358.8
down 0.2.
Below dam 311.1 up 2.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.0 no
change.
Below dam 322.7 up 2.7.
Sunset 7:40 p. m. Sunrise 6:09
a. m.
Dere Pet Luvvers,
Ifn't yu didn't no thet thu finest end bestest pet shop bet-
ween Fairbanks, Alaska and Everlgades, Florida wuz
located rite chere in Murray, then yu better git out to the 121
v(Thiewse auboavliethstuanotem4eanot





petitors, but hit duz represent thu views of thu Pet World
Management and a few of their relatives.)
pet frum thu Everglades make mighty Pore
Furthermore, a Kodiak bear from Fairbanks or a swamp
pets. And they
ain't got no dogs in Fairbanks since hits tu cold. That's why
they call it dog-less Fairbanks. But Pet World's got them
registered puppies wanting a home.
Wish we cud name the 2,992 different pets and pet supplies
that we have but ther wild be no room tu tell yu about what's
happening rite now at Pet World. Tu put it simply, we'ins
want you'ins to cum see us and everyone what walks in gets a
Free Goldfish.-You can't beet thet in Fairbanks or the
Everglades.
An ifn't you need an aquari for a small den or a set up fit
fer a tropical garden, hits awaiting yu at the Pet World!
We're awaiting to see
a Ufa
Yu between 10 a. m. and 7 p. m. We wud
even price our 1,000 gallon lion tank. Ilit's 
marked at $149.50
plus $' ,000 delivery' charge or a total of $5,149.50. Course we
have others priced l
Puppies and many other pets air waiting to





ee yu! So yo all cum:It'




Pam Diel, Farthington, 304;
Debra Helvey, Fulton County,
288, Tony Keeling, Reidland,
256; Jimmy Kendall, Lowes,
240; and Kerry Higgins,
Calloway County, and Jeff
Murray Band Boosters
To Meet On Tuesday
The Band Boosters at Murray
High School will hold their final
meeting of the 1974-75 school
year on Tuesday, April 29, at
An election of officers for the
coming year will be held during
the business meeting. Light
refreshments will be served.
Dr. Donald Jones, president,
asks that all members be
present to help close out a
successful year for the Tiger
band.
Hollowell, Caldwell County, tied
for fifth place with 192 points.
Auctioneering: Dickie Smith,
Livingston Central, 367;
Tommy Knight, Lowes, 361;
Steve Rutherford, Lone Oak,
357; Johnny Riley, Farmington,
350; and Steve Berry, Todd
Central, 343.
Tractor Driving: Roger Fox,
Hughes-Kirkpatrick, 375; Barry
Newton, Webster County, 370;
Brent Sherrod, Muhlenberg
County, 336; Steve Terry,
Carlisle County, 335; and Kenny
Hendricks, Bremen, 325.
Tractor Trouble Shooting:
Jerry Cabbage, Bremen, 309;
Howard Jones, Trigg County,
2911;_jrian Harrison, Far-
mington, 286; Chris Mitchell,•
Webster County,A67.,
place tie with 250 points bet-
ween Derek Canter, Sedalia,
and Mack Harris, Calloway
County.
First Region Soil Juding
Contest: Calloway County, 854;
Lowes, 850; and Hickman
County, 817.
Horsemanship: Gregg
Johnson, Lowes, first, and Bill
Atkins, Calloway County,
second.
Hosted by the agriculture
department at Murray State
and with trophies provided by
merchants in Mayfield, Murray
and Paducah, the field day
competitions are designed to
help FFA members prepare to
participate in state-wide con-
tests at the Kentucky State Fair
in August.
spending reports with the Ken-
tucky Registry of Election Fi-
nance Friday.
Friday was the deadline for
the ft. st Lever ts irrthe-pritnary,-
but a five-day grace period
gives candidates until Wednes-
day to have the reports in the
hands of the registry.
Carroll's fund-raising effort
already has exceeded that of
Kentucky's previous governor,
Wendell Ford, who received
about $555,000 during his entire
Democratic gubernatorial pri-




DAYFIELD, Ky. - David A.
Harrill, REA administrator, has
notified West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative that its
application for a $3 million loan
has been approved.
P. L. Finks, general manager
of the _Mayfield-based _telephone
cooperafile which- serves
almost 11,000 subscribers in the
area, said the loan will be used
to complete installation of a
one-party service in the Lynn
Grove, New Concord and Hazel
exchanges, and to begin work
on upgrading service to some
1,205 members in the Far-
mington, Lynnville and Sedalia
exchanges.
Contracts on the two projects
are expected to be let later this
spring, Finks said.
The cooperative presently is
upgrading service to one-party
lines in the Fairdealing, Hardin
and Kirskey exchanges. L. 0.
Drayton, Dyersburg, Tenn., is
the contractor and work is
scheduled to be completed by
the end of the year.
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
ILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —
The CAN-DO Spreaders for
FERTILIZER AND LIME
The Spreader boides you need when you
want the job done right.
Hydraulic or Mechanical
Superior Performance-Designed to do a bigger
job...better and longer
Purchase Equipmenteo. Inc.
Authorized Distributor For Western _Ken-
tucky-1 Tennessee
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